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a run oF auCtion Catalogues (nos. 1-34)

Winner of the 1756 Prix de Rome

1. (aMand, JaCques François). [Drop-title]: Cat-
alogue des Tableaux, Dessins, Estampes & autres Ustensiles à 
l’usage de la Peinture, laissés au décès du Sr. Amand, Peintre 
du Roy… [From the added manuscript title-page: “Par F. 
Basan”], Dont la Vente commencera le Vendredi 30 Juin 
1769 & jours suivans… 3 pp. small 8vo, modern calf-
backed marbled semi-stiff boards (spine slightly rubbed), 
spine gilt. [Paris: 1769]. $950.00

 an interleaved and annotated copy of this rare catalogue. amand (1730-
69), winner of the 1756 Prix de rome for his Samson and Delilah (now at 
the landesmuseum in Mainz), studied under Jean Baptiste Marie Pierre 
and became a member of the académie in 1767. he is very probably the 
“Jean François amand or aman” known to be working in rome in 1759. 
From a printed note at the end of the catalogue, we learn that amand 
died during a stay in rome where he was a resident artist of the king.

 this catalogue, fully priced and totaled on the interleavings, describes 
the possessions of amand in 17 large lots of paintings (some by the artist), 
sketches, easels, portfolios of drawings, and books.

 Very good copy; no example in north america. engraved bookplate of 
henry Pannier (1853-1935), the Parisian art dealer, and stamp of the Bib-
liothèque heim on verso of the manuscript title-page.

 ¶ Benezit, Dictionary of Artists, Vol. 1, p. 387. lugt 1770.

2. (angran, louis auguste, ViCoMte de Fon-
spertuis). Catalogue raisonné, des Bijoux, Porcelaines, 
Bronzes, Lacqs, Lustres de cristal de roche et de Porcelaine, Pen-
dules de goût, & autres Meubles curieux ou composés; Tableaux, 
Desseins, Estampes, Coquilles, & autres Effets de curiosité, 
provenans de la succession de…Cette Vente se fera, seulement 
pour la partie des Bijoux, dans les premiers jours du mois 
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de Decembre 1747. les autres effets curieux ne seront 
vendus que le premier lundi de Carême 4 Mars 1748, & 
jours suivans. Par e. F. Gersaint. Finely engraved fron-
tis (mounted on a stub at an early date). xvi, ix-xii, 306, 
lv pp. small 8vo (165 x 100 mm.), cont. mottled sheep, 
green morocco lettering-pieces on spine, spine gilt. Paris: 
P. Prault & J. Barrois, 1747. $1950.00

 the uncommon catalogue of one of Gersaint’s great auctions, with his 
usual erudite descriptions. the Vicomte de Fonspertuis (1669-1747) “de-
spite a Jansenist education, entered whole-heartedly into the life of the 
royal court and won the favour of Philippe ii, Duc d’orléans. he de-
veloped his love of art through his maternal uncle, Du Vivier, who be-
queathed him his remarkable collection, rich in curiosities, east asian por-
celain and paintings, which angran augmented, not hesitating to resell in 
order to acquire the finest pieces. at his death, his collection was dispersed 
in sales between December 1747 and March 1748. it comprised fine land-
scapes, including works by Paul Bril, Jan Breughel i, Claude lorrain and 
François Boucher, and numerous Flemish and Dutch genre scenes by such 
masters as adriaen van ostade, Gerrit Dou and Gabriel Metsu, which re-
flect the contemporary predilection for the northern painters. the col-
lection included such outstanding works as Breughel’s Abraham Sacrificing 
Isaac (Geneva, Mus. a. & hist.), Claude lorrain’s Judgement of Paris (c. 1645; 
Washington, DC, n.G.a.) and Metsu’s Woman Playing the Viola da Gamba 
(1663; san Francisco, Ca, de Young Mem. Mus.).”–oxford art online.

 this catalogue describes 618 lots of jewelry, furniture and decorative 
arts, porcelain, lacquer, sculpture, clocks, paintings, drawings, prints, 
and shells. Gersaint has contributed particularly extensive entries for a 
large number of paintings, drawings, and pieces of laquer and porcelain. 
lots 570-613 consist of fourteen drawers of shells. 

 Gersaint places a short treatise on porcelain before the index (but intend-
ed to be bound before the porcelain lots). he explains his fascination with 
the medium and recounts his research on Chinese and indian porcelain 
production, concluding that the West owes a great debt to the two re-
gions for refined methods. Porcelain is compared with glass and other 
ceramics and Gersaint offers advice on the identification of where porce-
lain has been fabricated. réaumur is cited and praised frequently for his 
studies on porcelain production.
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 Fine copy with the famous frontispiece done by Cochin for Gersaint. 
With a useful index of artists at the end. 

 ¶ lugt 677. G. Glorieux, A L’Enseigne de Gersaint (2002), pp. 373-75.
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Marie Antoinette’s Favorite Jeweler

3. (auBert, [ange Joseph]). Catalogue des Tableaux 
précieux, Dessins, Gouaches, Estampes, Portraits en émail, par 
Petitot & Châtillon, Terres cuites, Bustes & Figures de marbre, 
Bronzes formant girandoles, Vases de Porphyre, de serpentin, 
d’albâtre, d’Agathes orientales, tous richement garnis; Cristaux 
de roche, Pierres gravées antiques & autres; Collection d’Histoire 
naturelle, Minéraux, Coquilles, Coraux, Madrépores, Cail-
loux, Agathes, & autres Objets curieux qui composoient le Cabi-
net de feu M. Aubert, Jouaillier de la Couronne. Par a. J. Pail-
let. Dont la Vente se fera…le Jeudi 2 Mars 1786, & jours 
suivans… 71 pp. 8vo, 19th-cent. paste-paper boards (cor-
ners a little worn), blue morocco lettering-piece on spine. 
Paris: Paillet & hugues, 1786. $3500.00

 a rare sale catalogue, with most prices and buyers’ names written in a 
contemporary hand. aubert (1736-85), jeweler to the Crown and a favor-
ite of Marie antoinette, as well as the Comtesse du Barry before, blended 
his craft with occasional forays into art dealing; however, his avid collect-
ing took precedence. in the preface, Paillet (1743-1814), the expert for this 
sale, praises aubert’s taste for Dutch and French pictures along with his 
impressive natural history cabinet.

 this catalogue describes 293 lots: 79 lots of paintings (by Panini, J. 
Breughel, rubens, van Dyck, Jordaens, teniers, Wouwerman, rem-
brandt, Metsu, Berghem, netscher, van ostade, a. Brouwer, P. Potter, 
Bourdon, largillière, F. Boucher, Chardin, Greuze, Fragonard, anne 
Valayer-Coster, etc.); 28 lots of drawings (by Bouchardon, Watteau, la-
grenée, etc.); 26 enamel miniatures; 38 lots of prints; 22 lots of sculp-
tures; 38 lots from aubert’s natural history cabinet; and 46 miscellaneous 
lots including vases with artificial flowers, bird-cages, rubies, cases of 
butterflies, etc. 

 the contemporary annotations show that many of the great collectors 
and dealers of the time were present at this sale such as lebrun, Desma-
rais, Dubois, Constantin, lenglier, etc. Paillet is shown to have purchased 
a large number of the lots himself.
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 Very good copy with valuable provenance information. title-page a lit-
tle soiled. 

 ¶ lugt 3993. Grove art online–“[Paillet was] responsible for many of 
the spectacular sales of the final decades of the ancien régime in France…
in 1779 he bought the hôtel de Bullion and transformed its rooms into 
the most elegant and modern auction house and gallery in the city; top-
lighting was installed over the main gallery space, a novel feature later 
imitated by his rival, Jean Baptiste Pierre lebrun…From 1777 until the 
start of the French revolution Paillet was involved in the acquisition of 
paintings for the museum in the louvre that was being planned by louis 
XVi’s minister for the arts, the Comte d’angiviller. Paillet attended auc-
tions in Paris on behalf of the crown; he acquired chosen paintings and 
objets d’art for the royal collection at sales that he himself conducted; and 
he travelled extensively in northern europe as an agent of the king…” P. 
Michel, Le Commerce du tableau à Paris dans la seconde moitié du XVIIIe siècle, 
p. 31.

Painter & Dealer

4. (aVed, JaCques andré Joseph). Catalogue rai-
sonné de Tableaux, de Différens bons Maîtres des trois Ecoles, 
de Figures, Bustes & autres Ouvrages de Bronze & de Marbre, 
de Porcelaines, & autres Effets qui composent le Cabinet de feu 
M. Aved…Par Pierre remy. Cette Vente se fera le lun-
di 24 novembre 1766… x, 69 pp. small 8vo (165 x 105 
mm.), late 19th-century brown morocco-backed marbled 
boards (head of spine chipped), spine gilt. Paris: Didot 
l’aîné, 1766. $3750.00

 the uncommon auction catalogue, fully priced and with many buyers’ 
names written throughout in a contemporary hand, of the wide-rang-
ing collection (or stock?) of the famed portraitist, peintre du roi, and close 
friend of Chardin. according to Patrick Michel, aved (1702-66) was one 
of the most well-known examples of an artist with a sideline as a dealer; 
the académie de saint-luc accused him of “the illegal practice of sell-
ing and disloyal competition.” the Baron von Grimm wrote of aved (in 
trans.): “[he] loved the profession of selling more than being a painter. 
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he was an expert in old paintings and knew how to profit from them…
”–Michel, Le Commerce du tableau à Paris…, pp. 106-7.

 “aved formed a remarkable art collection. this consisted of ceramics, 
oriental bronzes and sculpture and, most notably, old Master and mod-
ern paintings, with a preference for the Dutch and Flemish schools. he 
bought at sales in the netherlands as well as in Paris and acquired a repu-
tation as one of the foremost connoisseurs of his day. he seems to have 
acted as a dealer as well, since many of the pictures he is known to have 
bought at sales, such as those of Count Wassenaer d’obdam (the hague, 
1750) and of edme Gersaint (Paris, 1750), do not appear in the catalogue 
of his own sale organized by Pierre rémy in 1766. From this catalogue 
and other sources it is known that he owned paintings by or attributed to 
rembrandt, Gerrit Dou, adrien van ostade, nicolaes Berchem, Philips 
Wouwerman, anthony van Dyck, Domenichino, tintoretto, Guercino, 
Claude lorrain, nicolas Poussin and many others. among the highest 
priced pictures in the 1766 sale were a Deposition by van Dyck (probably 
the work now in Munich, alte Pin.), a susanna and the elders by rem-
brandt (probably that now in Berlin, Gemäldegal.) and two paintings by 
Poussin, one of which may be the tancred and erminia in the hermit-
age, st. Petersburg. he is also known to have commissioned allegories of 
Painting, lyric Poetry and heroic Poetry from louis lagrenée.”–ox-
ford art online.

 the present catalogue begins with a detailed biography and then de-
scribes 208 lots, with 181 paintings and 27 sculptures. successful bidders 
mentioned in the marginal annotations include leading collectors and 
dealers of the time such as Basan, Menageot, remy (this sale’s expert), 
Blondel de Gagny, langlier, le Blanc, Donjeu, lebrun, etc.

 nice copy of an important sale with valuable notes on provenance. a 
few annotations closely cropped but legible. engraved bookplate of 
G[eorges] P[annier] (1853-1944), the Parisian art dealer, stamp of the 
Bibliothèque heim on verso of title, and the ownership inscription of 
Marcel nicolle (1871-1934), curator at the louvre and art historian, on 
front free endpaper. 

 ¶ lugt 1563. Bailey, Patriotic Taste: Collecting Modern Art in Pre-Revolu-
tionary Paris, p. 21.
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A Large Selection of Drawings & Prints

5. Basan, François, expert. Catalogue d’une grande 
quantité de Desseins & Estampes des plus grands Maîtres des Trois 
Ecoles. Par F. Basan, Graveur. Dont la vente se fera…le 11 
Décembre 1758, & jours suivans… Woodcut vignette on 
title. 24 pp. 8vo (200 x 125 mm.), late 19th-century stiff 
marbled boards (spine a little rubbed), brown morocco 
lettering-piece on spine. Paris: C. Ballard, 1758. $1500.00

 a rare early sale catalogue of drawings and prints compiled by Basan 
(1723-97), one of the leading experts of the mid-18th century. Divided 
by vacation, the catalogue concisely describes 199 group lots, some quite 
large. each section concludes with a portefeuille.

 Very good copy. engraved bookplate of G[eorges] P[annier] (1853-1944), 
the Parisian art dealer and collector, and stamp of the Bibliothèque heim 
on verso of title. Contemporary manuscript correction on p. 7.

 ¶ lugt 1024. lugt, Les Marques 
de Collections online resource 
(l.221)–“as an expert, [Ba-
san’s] greatest honor remains 
being chosen [to direct] the sale 
of Pierre Jean Mariette’s collec-
tion in 1775. he was frequently 
entrusted with commissions in 
the sales he organized, but also 
in those administered by oth-
ers, even abroad. his sense of 
the market was phenomenal…
in parallel to his professional 
activities, Basan assembled an 
important collection of draw-
ings and prints…”
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Supplied by Lebrun

6. Basan, François, expert. Catalogue d’une très-
belle Collection de Tableaux de différens grands Maîtres des trois 
Ecoles, rassemblés par un Artiste: Dont la Vente se fera le 
lundi 11 Janvier 1773, & jours suivans…Par Fr. Basan. 30 
pp. 8vo (180 x 115 mm.), 19th-century calf-backed paste-
paper boards (spine rubbed), spine gilt. Paris: Basan, 1773.
 $2500.00

 a quite scarce sale catalogue, which very possibly presents a number of 
the earliest paintings imported by the emerging expert Jean Baptiste Pierre 
lebrun (1748-1813), from the low Countries. lugt records the consigners 
as “Favre, peintre à gouache” and “lebrun.” “Favre” is also noted in this 
copy on the page facing the title-page. Under the auspices of Basan (1723-
97), one of the pre-eminent dealers of the time, lebrun likely consigned 
pieces that he had acquired on a buying trip. Basan writes in the preface (in 
trans.): “the artist who offers to the public the paintings for which i give 
details afterwards has just made a voyage to holland and Flanders, where 
he purchased the mentioned paintings, and desiring to rid himself of them 
all, decided to make an auction of them…” lebrun specialized in north-
ern old Masters and sought to revive underappreciated and forgotten art-
ists, such as Vermeer and holbein. it should also be added that, according 
to a list of his public sales printed in 1784, lebrun organized auctions in 
1772 and 1774, but not 1773, the year of this auction. 

 the present catalogue describes 91 lots of paintings and six lots of bronze 
sculpture. the paintings include work by Dow, solimena, Metsu, Frans 
van Mieris, C. netscher, ter Borch, lairesse, rembrandt, rubens, Jor-
daens, a. van ostade, Brouwer, n. Berghem, J. steen, Wouwerman, 
a. van de Velde, asselijn, Bakhuizen, Wijnants, C. Poelemburg, ruys-
dael, Vermeer (here “Vander-Meer”), F. hals, s. Bourdon, F. Boucher, 
J. Vernet, Fragonard, etc. each lot is presented with measurements and 
a concise description of the contents. lebrun’s preference for northern 
paintings and expertise shine through as one reads the descriptions.

 Very good copy, with no example in north america. engraved book-
plates of louis de la Forets, comte d’armaille, and [h]enry [Pannier] on 
the front paste-down. 
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 ¶ lugt 2097. Francis haskell, Rediscoveries in Art: Some Aspects of Taste, 
Fashion & Collecting in England & France (1976), p. 21–“With hindsight we 
can see that lebrun was doing something whose implications were even 
more revolutionary than he himself probably realized. he was the first 
connoisseur to break with the prevailing habit of trying to attribute as 
many pictures as possible to the great and established names and to insist 
instead on the value of rarity and unfamiliarity…”

Collecting in Constantinople

7. (Bourlat de Montredon, ?antoine). Cata-
logue d’une belle Collection de Tableaux, Dessins, Estampes, 
Sculptures en Terre cuite & en Bronze, Porcelaines, & autres 
objets de curiosité, provenant du Cabinet de…la vente se fera 
lundi 16 Mars 1778 & jours suivans…Par F.C. Joullain, 
fils. 99 pp. 8vo, attractive antique calf-backed paste-paper 
boards, spine gilt, red morocco lettering-piece on spine. 
Paris: Joullain, 1778. $2250.00

 the uncommon sale catalogue, fully priced throughout and with buyers’ 
names, of a noteworthy collection devoted primarily to italian art and 
sculpture. Bourlat de Montredon (d. 1777), was an influential amateur and 
collector who resided in Constantinople for forty years. 

 the catalogue thoroughly describes 695 lots, many of which are com-
posed of numerous items. lots 579-671 are Bourlat de Montredon’s im-
pressive group of books of prints, mostly focused on the architecture and 
decorative arts of italy, including a number of works by Piranesi. the de-
scriptions offer occasional notes on provenance. as shown by the anno-
tations in the margins, important figures in 18th-century art collecting, 
such as Joullain, Basan, Dubois, alibert, Yver, lélu, Moreau, Godefroy, 
etc., were active at this sale.

 Very good copy, fully priced with buyers’ names. Marginal burn hole 
through first few leaves, not affecting text. some pages shaved but barely 
touching the manuscript notes. lacking the very rare schedule of sale.

  ¶ Cicognara 4471. lugt 2809.
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No Copy in North America

8. (CourVal, anne louis duBois, de). Catalogue 
de Tableaux des trois Ecoles; Miniatures, Gouaches, Estampes 
encadrées & en recueils, Marbres, Bronzes, Porcelaines divers-
es, Armes, Bijoux, & autres Objets curieux, qui composoient le 
Cabinet de feu M. Dubois de Courval… Par J. Folliot et F. 
Delalande. Dont la Vente commencera le lundi 11 Mai 
1789… 28 pp. 8vo (215 x 140 mm.), late 19th-century red 
cloth, title on spine. Paris: Fournier, Folliot & Delalande, 
1789. $1250.00

 a rare sale catalogue with no copy in american institutional collections. 
Courval, vicomte d’anizy (d. 1788), conseiller of Parlement, amassed a 
choice group of paintings and prints. this catalogue describes 127 lots, 
including 51 lots of paintings (by Carracci, Molenaer, Vignon, hubert 
robert, licherie, Ferret, etc.), four lots of drawings, 52 lots of prints, 
seven lots of porcelain, ten lots of sculpture, and three miscellaneous 
group lots. a note at the end of the catalogue advertises the sale of Cour-
val’s arms, jewelry, clocks, snuffboxes, desk, etc., on 13 May.

 Very good copy with sporadic but inoffensive browning. Bound in red 
cloth, similar to the style favored by the Goncourt brothers. engraved 
bookplate of the art dealer G[eorges] P[annier] (1853-1944), and stamp 
of the Bibliothèque heim in the usual location.

 ¶ lugt 4443.

“Meritorious”

9. (dalMann,—). Bibliotheca Dalmanniana, distrahenda 
per abr. de hondt, Die 22. novb. & seqq. 1723… 2 p.l., 
385, [1] pp. small 8vo, disbound (some pale dampstaining 
& browning), uncut. the hague: a. de hondt, 1723.
 $3750.00

 the uncommon sale catalogue of the library of Dalmann; this is one of 
the “meritorious catalogues recommended by J.G. schelhorn.”–taylor, 
Book Catalogues, p. 225. taylor states that he was tempted to include all 
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the catalogues from schelhorn’s list found in his Anleitung, including the 
Dalmann, to his own list of catalogues of private libraries recommended 
for reference use (pp. 223-66 in Book Catalogues).

 this was a large library of 3634 lots (1426 lots of folios, 1305 lots of quar-
tos, and 903 lots of octavos and smaller format books). there are an un-
usual number of 16th-century spanish books, what appears to be a won-
derful set of De Bry, early books in Greek, fine architectural books of the 
16th and 17th century, and some rather good incunabula. Manuscripts 
are included.

 Very good copy.
 ¶ loh, Vi, p. 129.
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A Taste for the Contemporary

10. (duBois, Jean). Catalogue d’une belle Collection de Tab-
leaux des Ecoles Flamande, Hollandoise, Allemande et Fran-
coise; Miniatures, Gouaches, Pastels, Dessins, Marbres, Figures 
de Bronze, & Bronze dorés, Porcelaines du Japon, de la Chine, 
&c. Laques, Bijoux, Meubles de Boule, & autres objets de curi-
osité. Composant le Cabinet de… Par J.B.P. lebrun. Dont la 
Vente se fera le Mercredi 31 Mars 1784, & jours suivans… 
2 p.l., 94 pp., 11 pp. schedule of sale. 8vo (200 x 130 mm.), 
orig. marbled paper wrappers preserved in red morocco-
backed marbled boards, black morocco lettering-pieces 
on spine. Paris: lebrun, 1784. $2500.00

 a rare sale catalogue, priced throughout in two distinct hands and with 
many buyers’ names, of the first Dubois sale, in which paintings by con-
temporary French artists and northern old masters were almost equally 
represented. the second sale was also conducted by lebrun on 20 De-
cember 1785 (lugt 3965), and the third, organized by Paillet, took place 
on 18 December 1788 (lugt 4367).

 “it was during the 1780s that, for the first time, a number of collec-
tions came onto the market in which the order of French and northern 
schools was reversed…More adroit was the jeweller, goldsmith and art 
dealer Jean Dubois (received by the guild in august 1781) ‘determined 
to acquire whatever might appeal to today’s taste’ — namely, French 
painting — who held several successful auctions during the 1780s. in that 
of March 1784, paintings by Philip James de loutherbourg and Pierre-
antoine de Machy fetched prices previously reached only by Vernet’s 
seascapes and Greuze’s drames bourgeois…”–C. Bailey, Patriotic Taste: Col-
lecting Modern Art in Pre-Revolutionary Paris, p. 28.

 a contemporary annotator has added in ink nearly all prices and noted 
the purchases of lebrun, lebrun jeune, hamon, Basan, Desmarets, De-
vouge, le rouge, Dulac, Charion, lefevre, Verrier, Cornillon, remy, 
Quenay, etc. in blue ink, a second, more recent connoisseur has filled in 
most of the gaps, even correcting the first annotator’s phonetic spelling 
on several occasions. Bound at the end is the rare schedule of sale.

 a fine copy with useful provenance information and the original wrap-
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pers preserved. amusing engraved bookplate of [h]enry [Pannier] (1853-
1935), the Parisian art dealer and great collector of sale catalogues on the 
front paste-down, and stamp of the Bibliothèque heim on verso of title. 

 ¶ lugt 3701. 
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The Expert’s Copy

11. ([his de la salle, aiMé Charles horaCe]). 
Catalogue de la Collection d’Estampes anciennes provenant 
du Cabinet de M. H. de L.…dont la Vente aux enchères 
publiques aura lieu…le lundi 21 avril 1856, et jours sui-
vants…Par le ministère de Me Delbergue-Cormont, 
Commissaire-Priseur [expert: P. Defer]… xviii, 203, 
[1] p. of errata. 8vo (225 x 145 mm.), orig. green printed 
wrappers (spine defective). Paris: P. Defer, 1856. $1250.00

 the expert’s own copy, with two autograph letters from the consigner 
his de la salle. this copy is fully priced and with all buyers’ names: we 
learn that adolphe thiers, the brothers Dutuit, the dealers F. Guichar-
dot, Georges rapilly, Vignères, and Dominic Colnaghi were all active at 
this sale. in the formation of his own collection, his de la salle benefitted 
from the numerous outstanding print sales that took place after 1825, 
the year he began to collect in earnest. this is the sale catalogue for the 
first, and far more impressive, of the two sales of his collection. it netted 
53,480 francs according to the pencil annotation at the end.
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 in the preface, Defer remarks on the numerous highlights of the sale. the 
catalogue describes 1184 lots of prints and 19 lots of books on engraving 
and 19th-century sale catalogues. in the margins, each lot is individu-
ally priced, with all buyers noted. We also learn from the marginal notes 
which lots were bought in (retiré) and paid for in cash (payé).

 addressed to Defer, the two letters tipped-in after the half-title show 
that his de la salle was a very involved consigner who wrote and edited a 
number of the descriptions.

 a valuable copy that illuminates the mechanics of a 19th-century French 
art auction and provides useful provenance information. the lower half 
of the spine is exposed, but the quires are still firmly in place.

 ¶ lugt 22951. see Marques, 1332 & 1333.

Atheist & Collector
12. (holBaCh, paul henri thiry, Baron d’). 

Catalogue de Tableaux des Trois Ecoles; Estampes en Volumes 
& en Feuilles, Figures de bronze, Vases de marbre, Porcelaines, 
Bronzes dorés, Histoire naturelle & autres objets; Formant le 
Cabinet de M. le Baron d’Holback…la Vente s’en fera le 
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lundi 16 Mars 1789 & jours suivans…Par M. le Brun… 
30 pp. small 4to (185 x 130 mm.), attractive antique mar-
bled boards, label on spine. Paris: lebrun, 1789. $5500.00

 the very rare auction catalogue, with most prices and many buyers’ 
names written in a contemporary hand, of the Baron holbach’s little-
known but choice art collection. the sale’s expert, Jean Baptiste Pierre 
lebrun, provides an exceptionally long and informative biography of 
holbach (1723-89), enriched with several amusing anecdotes.

 this catalogue describes 93 lots 
of paintings (by teniers, Wou-
werman, Berchem, Mengs, le 
nain, n. Poussin, s. Bourdon, 
oudry, Vernet, etc.), prints, 
and various curiosities, such 
as Japanese and Chinese por-
celain, shells, and miniature 
sculptures. the northern pic-
tures were sold at especially 
high prices (see lots 6 & 8). 
according to the annotations, 
some of the leading dealers and 
collectors of the period were 
present at the sale.

 a fascinating and rare record 
of the famous philosopher’s 
cabinet, about which we know 
little today. 

 in fine condition. the title-
page is neatly extended. stamp of the Bibliothèque heim on verso of 
title.

 ¶ lugt 4408. Darius a. spieth, Revolutionary Paris and the Market for Neth-
erlandish Art (2018), pp. 171, 173, & 181.
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The Collection of a Prominent Portraitist

13. (laneuVille, Jean louis). Catalogue d’une Collec-
tion de Tableaux des Trois Ecoles, Marbres, Bronzes, Ivoires, et 
Autres Objets, provenant du Cabinet de Mr. J.L. La Neuville, 
Peintre…Par J.B.P. lebrun…la Vente s’en fera le mer-
credi 6 novembre, et jours suivans… 36 pp. 8vo, attrac-
tive antique marbled boards, paper label on spine. Paris: 
olivier & lebrun, 1811. $2750.00

 the uncommon sale catalogue, fully priced and with nearly all buyers’ 
names in a contemporary hand, of the art collection of a celebrated por-
traitist and former pupil of Jacques louis David. laneuville (1748-1826), 
foremost a painter who exhibited at a number of salons, also worked as 
an art dealer and expert. his painting style imitated considerably that 
of his master, and his subjects were often politicians. he maneuvered 
deftly during the revolution and secured the patronage of leading revo-
lutionaries, including several deputies of the Convention. laneuville’s 
luck persisted through the reigns of napoleon and louis XViii, as he 
garnered private and official commissions and continued to exhibit at the 
salons. his collection consisted mostly of old Master and contemporary 
French paintings.

  this catalogue, with prices and most buyers’ names, describes 195 lots. 
the paintings include works by tintoretto, Giordano, Canaletto, te-
niers, Jordaens, Miel, Jacob and salomon van ruysdael, Both, Cuyp, 
Brouwer, van ostade, Wouwerman, Weenix, netscher, le nain, 
lesueur, Jouvenet, robert, Marguérite Gérard (lot 158), David, etc. the 
sale concludes with sculptures in bronze, marble, and ivory. according 
to the annotations, famous collectors and dealers of the early 19th cen-
tury were active at this sale, including lebrun (the sale’s expert), Con-
stantin, Bonnemaison, Bernard, Didot, rivière, sabre, Paillet, Brunot, 
Berty, Marthe, la Fontaine, hasard, Boilly, etc. We also learn from the 
notes which pieces were unsold.

 a fine copy with useful provenance information. 
 ¶ lugt 8078. oxford art online (laneuville).
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The Value of “Provenance”

14. (lassay, arMand de Madaillan de 
lesparre, Marquis de). Catalogue d’une belle Col-
lection de Tableaux, et Bustes en marbre. Dont la majeure partie 
provient du célèbre Cabinet de…vendue le 22, & jours suiv-
ans. Par F.C. Joullain fils. 36 pp. 8vo, late 19th-century 
green morocco-backed marbled boards (extremities a 
little worn), title on spine. Paris: Joullain, 1775. $1950.00

 a rare sale catalogue describing an impressive group of paintings. lassay 
(1652-1738), known as the “Don Juan du Grand siècle” due to his dis-
sipated personal life, was a man of letters and supporter of the libertines. 
his son, léon de Madaillan, the comte de lassay (1683-1750), commis-
sioned the construction of the hôtel de lassay, now the residence of the 
president of the assemblée nationale. Charlotte Guichard has written 
that unscrupulous experts continued to employ the lassay family name to 
promote sales decades after their deaths, even when little to nothing in 
the sale had actually belonged to them.

 this catalogue details 84 lots, all but one are paintings. the paintings 
include the work of Parmigianino, albani, Caravaggio, Castiglione, a. 
locatelli, J. Brueghel, Bril, teniers, Jordaens, rembrandt, F. Bol, as-
selijn, huysum, Callot, n. Poussin, Claude le lorrain, le nain, e. le 
sueur, Bourdon, B. Boullogne, J. Parrocel, le Moine, lancret, etc.

 nice wide-margined copy. Foxing to final few leaves. as usual, not 
bound with the supplement of 12 pages. engraved bookplate of [h]enry 
[Pannier] (1853-1935), the Parisian art dealer, and stamp of the Biblio-
thèque heim on verso of title.

 ¶ lugt 2413. Guichard, Les Amateurs d’Art à Paris au XVIIIe siècle (2008), 
p. 109.
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Also a Serious Collector of Art

15. (la Valliere, louis César de la BauMe le 
BlanC, duC de). Catalogue des Tableaux précieux, des 
plus grands Maîtres des Ecoles Flamande & Hollandoise; qui 
composaient le Cabinet de Monsieur le Duc de la Valliere; dont 
la Vente se fera…le Mercredi 21 Février 1781, & jours su-
ivans…sous la direction de a. Paillet, Peintre. 48 pp. 8vo 
(180 x 130 mm.), attractive antique marbled boards. Paris: 
Delaville & Paillet, 1781. $7500.00

 the auction catalogue of 114 paintings belonging to the Duc de la Vallière 
(1708-80), one of the greatest bibliophiles of the 18th century. this copy 
is fully priced, with most buyers’ names added in a contemporary hand. in 
addition to his fervent book collecting, la Vallière amassed an impressive 
collection of italian and northern school paintings, described here.

 the present catalogue details 114 lots of paintings and a lot of two porce-
lain candle-stands. the paintings include the work of raphael, Veronese, 
tintoretto, Jordaens, teniers, rembrandt, Dou, Wouwerman, G. & t. 
netscher, Metsu, van ostade, a. and P. van der Werff, steen, Cornelis 
Bega, Breenbergh, Poelenburgh, etc. lot 74, steen’s The Drawing Lesson is 
now at the Getty. 

 the contemporary annotator records that important dealers (lebrun le 
jeune, lenglier, Basan, Paillet, Delaroche, and hamon), and collectors 
(Dubois, abbé richard, saint Yves, de Vouge, Bélisard) of the period 
were present at this sale. the total written at the end, 58,760 – 4 livres, 
does not agree with the amount noted in the Frick copy. 

 alexandre Joseph Paillet (1743-1814), this sale’s expert, was la Vallière’s 
trusted agent and organized this sale. Paillet also acted as angiviller’s in-
termediary to purchase works for the louvre.

 a fine copy with important provenance information. With the uncom-
mon three leaves of vacations at end. stamp of the Bibliothèque heim on 
verso of title.

 ¶ lugt 3221. Blanc, Le Trésor de la Curiosité, Vol. ii, pp. 40-44. Jolynn 
edwards, Alexandre Joseph Paillet: Expert et marchand de tableaux à la fin du 
XVIIIe siècle (1996), pp. 239-40.
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With 21 Croquis of the Lots

16. (le BlanC, Jean Bernard). Catalogue d’une belle 
Collection de Tableaux, des trois Ecoles; Bronzes, Marbres, 
Porcelaines anciennes, beaux Meubles de Boule, Feux & Bras 
de Bronze doré, & autres Objets de Curiosité; qui composent le 
Cabinet de M. L’Abbé Le Blanc, Historiographe des Bâtimens 
du Roi. Dont la Vente se fera le Mercredi 14 Février 1781, 
& jours suivans…Par J.B.P le Brun. 40 pp. 8vo, attractive 
antique calf (recased with sympathetic new endpapers), 
spine nicely gilt. Paris: lebrun, 1781. $25,000.00

 a spectacular “illustrated” copy of this important sale catalogue with 21 
detailed contemporary ink sketches in a similar style to Gabriel de saint 
aubin (1724-80), who frequently embellished art auction catalogues with 
original drawings (croquis). 

 le Blanc (1707-81), man of letters, translator of David hume, and a true 
taste-making collector, was an early exponent of Chardin’s paintings. in 
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1749, Madame de Pompadour selected le Blanc as a guide for the future 
marquis de Marigny’s tour of italy, on which they were accompanied 
by Jacques Germain soufflot and Charles nicholas Cochin. le Blanc 
thereby secured Pompadour as a patron, and she soon had him named 
historiographe des Bâtiments de France.

 this special copy, with most prices and a number of buyers noted in two 
contemporary hands, describes 167 lots: 54 lots of paintings (by Murillo, 
Panini, Carracci, J. Brueghel, Bril, Poelenburg, teniers, ter Borch, van 
ostade, Wouwerman, Miel, Poussin, Claude, s. Bourdon, etc.); eight 
mounted prints (by Wille, le Bas, etc.); 28 of bronzes and marble sculp-
tures, 45 of porcelains, 16 of pieces of furniture; and 16 lots of items such 
as a Chinese pagoda, a lacquer writing case, an ebony tray, tapestry, etc. 

 the finely rendered marginal ink sketches depict 21 of the objects offered 
for sale. the annotations, in two distinct hands, name important figures 
in the art market of the time, such as lebrun (this sale’s expert), Dubois, 
langlier, Paillet, Basan, Dulac, etc. For a majority of the lots, lebrun has 
provided measurements, a concise description, and distinguished prov-
enance. le Blanc was a frequent buyer at the famous auctions of the mid-
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18th century (de Jullienne, Dézallier d’argenville, randon de Boisset, 
Comte du Barry, etc.).

 a fine copy of this catalogue, “extra-illustrated” with 21 delicate sketch-
es. Catalogues with expert drawings such as these are now extremely 
rare on the market. an informative manuscript biography of le Blanc 
faces the title-page, written sometime in the 19th century. Bookplate of 
henry Pannier (1853-1935), the Parisian art dealer and book collector. 
stamp of the Bibliothèque heim in the usual location.

 ¶ lugt 3216. Blanc, Trésor de la Curiosité, Vol. ii, pp. 45-46. Patrick Mi-
chel, Le Commerce du Tableau à Paris dans la seconde moitié du XVIIIe siècle, p. 
111.

No Copy in North America

17. leBrun, [ Joseph alexandre], expert. Cata-
logue d’une Collection de Dessins des Trois Ecoles, Gouaches, 
Migniatures [sic] Estampes, et autres Curiosités. Provenant du 
Cabinet de M. ***, Dont la Vente se fera le Mercredi 19 
novembre 1783…Par M. le Brun le Jeune… 91 pp. 8vo 
(190 x 125 mm.), late 19th-century purple leather-backed 
marbled boards (spine a little rubbed), spine gilt. Paris: 
Boileau & lebrun, 1783. $1750.00

 a very rare sale catalogue entirely composed of drawings (despite the 
other media mentioned in the title) organized by Joseph alexandre leb-
run, an art dealer and the younger brother of the more famous and far 
more successful Jean Baptiste Pierre lebrun (1748-1813). this copy con-
tains a few contemporary annotations in pencil recording the successful 
bids of Constantin, Desmarets, and Dulac, in addition to some notes on 
the verso of the final printed page. it is also complete with the 15-page 
supplement (pp. 77-91).

 this catalogue describes 425 lots of drawings, including works by G. ro-
mano, Parmagianino, albani, Guercino, Caravaggio, Jordaens, lairesse, 
rembrandt, Weenix, J. ruysdael, J. steen, Wouwerman, i. van ostade, 
Bega, Visscher, Both, n. Poussin, s. Bourdon, Mignard, lemoine, De la 
Fosse, Watteau, C. van loo, Bouchardon, natoire, F. Boucher, Chardin, 
Fragonard, Casanova, lagrenée, etc., etc.
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 Fine and large copy; no example in north america. engraved bookplate 
of the Parisian art dealer, G[eorges] P[annier] (1853-1944), and stamp of 
the Bibliothèque heim on verso of title.

 ¶ lugt 3630.

No Copy in North America

19. (le sueur, ?niColas). Catalogue de quelques Tableaux 
et Dessins, et d’une belle Collection d’Estampes encadrées, en 
feuilles & en recueils, provenans du Cabinet de feu M. Le Sueur. 
Dont la Vente se fera le lundi 26 Janvier 1778, & jours su-
ivans… [expert: F. Joullain]. 23 pp. 8vo (215 x 140 mm.), 
late 19th-century marbled boards, brown leather letter-
ing-piece on spine. Paris: Me. Poquereau [sic.] & Joul-
lain, 1778. $1500.00

 a very rare sale catalogue with no copy represented in north ameri-
can institutional collections. the owner of this collection may have been 
nicolas le sueur (1691-1764), the son of Pierre le sueur ii. this cata-
logue describes 171 lots, mostly consisting of prints executed after fa-
mous paintings. the first three lots are “tableaux à gouache.” the prints 
include the works of Choffard, Woollett, Boullanger, Wille, P. le Bas, 
Moreau, strange, n. Porporati, a. Zingg, J. J. Flipart, etc.

 a fine, wide-margined copy of this rare catalogue. engraved bookplate 
of the Parisian art dealer Georges Pannier (1853-1944), and stamp of the 
Bibliothèque heim on the verso of title.

 ¶ lugt 2778. oxford art online.

“Ce Tableau n’est pas de Rembrandt”

20. (linden Van slingelandt (or slingeland), 
Johan Van der). Catalogue d’un très beau & très riche 
Cabinet de Tableaux, de Desseins et d’Estampes, la plupart 
par des maîtres les plus célèbres de la Hollande & des Pays-Bas; 
aussi bien qu’une superbe Collection de Raretés & de Curiosités, 
comme des Statues & Figures, en ivoire, en marbre, pierres & 
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autres metaux. Le tout rassemblé…par feu Monsieur Johan van 
der Linden van Slingelandt. la Vente s’en fera le lundi 22 
d’août 1785. & les jours suivants…Première Partie. viii, 
268 pp. 8vo, early 19th-cent. marbled boards (spine defec-
tive). amsterdam: P. Yver, [1785]. $4500.00

 the extremely rare French edition (there was an edition in Dutch the 
same year) of this catalogue of an impressive sale. a contemporary an-
notator has supplemented it with prices, buyers’ names, and commentary 
on the artworks, almost all dismissive, in the margins. Van slingelandt 
(1701-82), a great patron of the arts who lived in Dordrecht, amassed one 
of the most notable Dutch painting collections of the 18th century. this 
heavily annotated volume is the first and most important part of the sale, 
describing 701(!) paintings along with eight drawings. the second part, 
of drawings and sculptures, followed shortly thereafter.

 Van slingelandt’s collection consisted of old Masters and contempo-
rary Dutch artists, some of whom the collector himself patronized. the 
present catalogue details the works of asselijn, Bakhuizen, Berghem, J. 
Brueghel père et fils, Cuyp (38 lots), Dou, van Dyck, Jordaens, Metsu, 
netscher, adrian and isaac van ostade, Potter, rembrandt, rubens, 
ruysdael, steen, teniers, ter Borch, Wouwerman, etc., etc. all lots are 
priced with buyers’ names.

 it is clear the annotator viewed and attended the sale. For almost every 
item, he has provided the name of the buyer. the annotator, likely a con-
noisseur, has written generally disparaging comments on the works for 
sale, deriding them as copies or incorrectly attributed: “mauvais,” “bi-
zarre,” “lourd,” “médiocre,” “not by rembrandt.” there are additional 
remarks on condition and provenance, which are very interesting. the 
rare positive observation praises the work of a young artist or salutes a 
master’s finest painting.

 this sale, presided over by Pierre Yver (1712-87) and abraham Delfos 
(1731?-1820), the preeminent Dutch art dealers of the period, was at-
tended by many of their competitors, including Pierre Fouquet, who 
frequently purchased on behalf of the famous French expert Jean Baptiste 
Pierre lebrun (1748-1813), as corroborated by several annotations in this 
copy. lebrun solidified his position as the leading dealer in netherland-
ish pictures by purchasing directly from the source and was buying heav-
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ily at sales such as these. other notes indicate there were dealers from 
Brussels, lyon, antwerp, amsterdam, Germany, the hague, and rot-
terdam.

 an extremely interesting annotated copy. a few of the annotations are 
cropped.

 ¶ lugt 3936. oxford art online (Delfos & Yver).

21. (louis, anton daniel, auCtioneer). Ver-
zeichniss von gebundenen Büchern, Kupferstichen Musika-
lien etc. welche…Mittwoch den 23ten Januar 1828 und 
folgende tage…in der eigenthümlichen Behausung…
des Bücher-antiquars und verpflichteten taxators an-
ton Daniel louis in Würzburg öffentlich versteigert…
werden. 1 p.l., 114 pp. small 8vo, attractive modern mar-
bled wrappers. Würzburg: J.s. richter, 1827. $1650.00

 the very rare auction catalogue — loh, Vol. 7, p. 219, locates no copy — 
of the books, prints, and music offered for sale by the Würzburg book-
seller and taxation official louis. he died on 6 January 1828, two weeks 
before the sale. the sale was postponed, and his wife later held the auc-
tion in the autumn. 

 the catalogue has about 2000 lots, with excellent collections of medi-
cine, surgery, anatomy, physiology, chemistry, pharmacology, botany, 
natural history, art, and philosophy.

 Fine copy. old faint library stamp on title. no copy in WorldCat.

An Important Scientific Library

22. (Meyer, Johann Carl FriedriCh). Verzeich-
niss einer beträchtlichen, dem verstorbenen Hofapotheker Herrn 
Meyer in Stettin ehemals zugehörigen Sammlung von vortref-
flich gehaltenen…Büchern, welche den 16ten Januar und 
folg. tage 1815…durch den königl. auctionscommissa-
rius Bratring…meistbietend versteigert werden sollen. 1 
p.l., 109 pp. small 8vo, attractive modern marbled wrap-
pers. Berlin: 1815. $2250.00
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 the very rare sale catalogue — loh, Vol. 6, p. 102, locates no copy — of 
the fine scientific library of Meyer (1739-1811), owner of the hof-apo-
theke in stettin. he studied chemistry in Berlin under J.h. Pott and a.s. 
Marggraf, and in 1764 he went to Uppsala University, where he stud-
ied botany with linnaeus and possibly chemistry with J.G. Wallerius. 
in 1780 Meyer founded a distillery in stettin to produce French-style 
brandy and liqueurs according to a process that he had developed in his 
apothecary shop. 

 this library of 2227 lots was an important collection of botanical, chemi-
cal, medical, and pharmaceutical texts, including all the works of “the 
chemical revolution.”

 Fine copy.
 ¶ hufbauer, The Formation of the German Chemical Community (1720-1795), 

p. 195.

Thousands & Thousands of Prints

23. (MiChel, —). Catalogue d’Estampes en feuilles, des Ecoles 
d’Italie, des Pays-Bas et de France. Oeuvres & Recueils d’Albert 
Durer, Bloëmart; les Sadeler, Bosse, Callot, la Belle, Perelle, 
Silvestre, & autres Maîtres; Livres d’Estampes, dont la Gallerie 
du Luxembourg, le Cabinet Crozat; divers Livres de Sciences & 
Arts, &c. Nombreuse suite de Portraits, Estampes encadrées, & 
autres Objets de ce genre, qui composoient le Cabinet de feu M. 
Michel, Avocat au Parlement. Par P. remy et F. Delalande. 
Dont la Vente commencera le lundi 23 Mars 1789…& 
jours suivans, en sa maison quai de Bourbon, no. 6… 63 
pp. 8vo, attractive modern marbled boards, paper letter-
ing-piece on spine. Paris: remy & Delalande, 1789.
 $1500.00

 a very rare catalogue describing a vast collection of mostly prints and al-
bums of prints. the 328 lots, many of which consist of more than a dozen 
items, include the work of ammon, Visscher, Bourdon, audran, Poilly, 
G. edelinck, Dürer, Bloemart, Goltzius, Bosse, Callot, lebas, Choffard, 
etc. the prints are generally after pieces by famous artists such as ru-
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bens, hollar, raphael, rembrandt, and the sadelers. Many of the recueils, 
which are well-described, contain original prints by the artist and, when 
factoring in copies, number about 1000 prints. some of the print suites 
come from the Crozat family collection.

 Very good copy; none in north america. sporadic and inoffensive fox-
ing. engraved bookplate of henry Pannier (1853-1935), the Parisian art 
dealer, and stamp of the Bibliothèque heim on the verso of the title-
page.

 ¶ Cicognara 4546. lugt 4413.

A Very Rare Auction Catalogue of Coins & Medals from the 
Library of the Kings of Hanover

24. (Molanus, gerhard wolter). Numo Phylacium 
Molano-Boehmerianum a S.T. Gerardo Woltero Molano liberi 
atque imperialis coenobii Luccensis Abbate, nostis reliqua cum 
cura conquisitum postmodum a S.T. Justo Christophoro Boehm-
ero et ipso Luccensi Abbate. [Compiled by Johan Friedrich 
Borchmann]. one folding engraved plate. title printed 
in red & black. Double-page title, 14, 364, [1], 61, 925, [1], 
485, [1] pp. Four parts in one vol. thick 8vo, cont. calf 
(one corner worn, some browning due to the quality of 
the paper), single gilt fillet round sides, spine nicely gilt. 
Celle: J.G. Passin, 1744. $3500.00

 the very rare auction catalogue of the monumental collection of ancient 
and modern medals and coins formed by Gerhard Wolter Molanus (1633-
1722), the influential lutheran theologian and abbot of loccum. after 
Molanus’ death, the collection passed to his disciple and nephew Justus 
Christoph Boehmer (1671-1732), who succeeded his uncle as abbot of 
loccum.

 this was an enormously valuable collection; we know that upon Mola-
nus’ death his estate has to pay the very large sum of 66,000 thalers in taxes 
on the collection.

 Fine copy with the royal stamp of king ernest augustus of hanover on 
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title. in this copy, a new sale date has been printed on a slip and pasted 
over the old date on the title.

 ¶ A.D.B., Vol. 22, pp. 86-90. lipsius, i, 50. not in sCiPio.

Exploiting Provenance

25. ([Montesquiou-FéZensaC, anne pierre, 
Marquis de]). Catalogue d’une très-belle Collection de 
Tableaux, d’Italie, de Flandres, de Hollande, et de France; de 
Terres cuites, Figures de bronze, Marbres précieux en vases, 
Bronzes dorés, Tables, Agates, Porcelaines du Japon & de la 
Chine; Meubles très-riches de Boule, Meubles de bois d’acajou 
ornés de marbres & de bronze, exécutés sur les plus belles formes & 
avec le plus grand soin: formant le Cabinet de M. le Marquis 
de *** [written in cont. ms]: “Mr Montesquo.” Par M. 
lebrun…on en fera la vente le Mardi 9 Décembre 1788, 
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& jours suivans… 126 pp. 8vo (195 x 130 mm.), late 19th-
cent. blue sheep-backed marbled boards, spine gilt. Paris: 
lebrun, 1788. $3500.00

 a rare auction catalogue, priced throughout in a contemporary hand, 
of a formidable collection of paintings. although lugt attributes this 
to Montesquiou (1739-98), it seems that most of the lots did not belong 
to him. Jean Baptiste Pierre lebrun (1748-1813), this sale’s expert, was 
known to add his inventory and lesser consignments to prestigious sales 
for which he was responsible. Montesquiou, member of the académie 
Française and a general, was close to many of the physiocrats.

 the present catalogue describes 276 lots of paintings by artists such as Gi-
ulio romano, Guercino, tintoretto, Veronese, albani, Velazquez, Panini, 
J. Brueghel the elder, Bril, rembrandt, Brauwer, hals, teniers, rubens, 
a. van Dyck, J. ruysdael, Potter, Jordaens, a. & i. van ostade, Metsu, 
Wynants, Wouwerman, C. netscher, Miel, n. Berghem, lairesse, Maes, 
J. steen, lancret, Weenix, Bega, le nain, Vouet, G. Poussin, s. Bour-
don, Watteau, Coypel, C. Vanloo, F. Boucher, natoire, lagrenée aîné & 
jeune, h. robert, Greuze, Fragonard, norblin, etc., etc. the remaining 
lots consist of ceramics, sculpture, Japanese lacquer and porcelain, ornate 
pieces of furniture, chandeliers, clocks, and girandoles (for a grand total 
of 417 lots). the Dutch and Flemish paintings sold for extremely high 
prices. the annotations also show which lots were bought-in.

 a very good copy. a few leaves with minor foxing. engraved bookplate 
of G[eorges] P[annier], and stamp of the Bibliothèque heim on verso of 
title.  

 ¶ lugt 4364. Getty Provenance index F-a941.

26. (nogaret, arMand FrédériC ernest). Cat-
alogue d’une belle Collection de Tableaux, des Ecoles d’Italie, de 
Flandre, de Hollande, et de France; Dessins de différens Maîtres, 
beaux Bronzes, Pendule dorée, Meubles, Tabatieres d’ancien 
Laque, & autres Objets de curiosité; Provenans du Cabinet de 
M. *** [written in cont. ms]: “nogaret.” Par J.B.P le 
Brun, Peintre. la Vente en sera faite le lundi 18 Mars 
1782, & jours suivans… 44 pp. small 4to (185 x 130 mm.), 
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late 19th-cent. brown half-morocco signed “knecht,” 
spine gilt. Paris: lebrun, 1782. $8500.00

 an important and rare sale catalogue, fully priced throughout and with 
nearly all buyers’ names in a contemporary hand. this was the third and 
final portion of nogaret’s collection to be sold during his lifetime (1st: 
lugt 2791; 2nd: 3153); his estate sale in 1807 (lugt 7210) offered the in-
ferior leftovers. in the avertissement, lebrun, this auction’s expert, declares 
that this catalogue offers an unparalleled selection of italian paintings.

 “[Joseph hyacinthe François de Paule de rigaud, comte de] Vaudreuil, 
whom alexandre de tilly remembered as the most magnificent courtier 
of louis XVi’s reign, now emerged as the principal figure among a group 
of ambitious officeholders in the entourages of the queen and the comte 
d’artois whose expenditure on luxury objects functioned, at one level, 
to legitimize their recent appointments to positions of power…nogaret 
(1734-1806)… quickly assembled collections of paintings and furniture 
through the offices of the dealer lebrun, who was also responsible for 
guiding Vaudreuil’s purchases…”–C. Bailey, Patriotic Taste: Collecting 
Modern Art in Pre-Revolutionary Paris (2002), pp. 174.

 the present catalogue describes 116 painting lots (by Guercino; 
ludovico, agostino, and antonio Carracci; Correggio; Pietro da Cor-
tona; Giorgione; titian; Murillo; Maratta; Panini; rubens; rembrandt; 
a. Brouwer; Metsu; Cuyp; ruysdael; van der neer; i. van ostade; Vou-
et; Poussin; s. Bourdon; le nain; Watteau; lancret; natoire; F. Bouch-
er; Greuze; Fragonard; etc., etc.); nine sculptures; and 17 drawings and 
miscellaneous group lots.

 this copy is profusely annotated with several layers of contemporary 
notes. the great collectors and dealers of the time are noted as buyers in 
the margins — e.g. lebrun, Donjeux, De Vouge, langlier, lebrun jeune, 
Paillet, Dulac, Quesnay, hamon, “[nicolas] lenoir, arch. de l’opera,” 
etc. in addition to these, in what looks like a different hand, a connoisseur 
has recorded the earlier auction history for a number of lots.

 a fine copy, with plentiful information on provenance. engraved book-
plate of G[eorges] P[annier] (1853-1944), the Parisian art dealer, and 
stamp of the Bibliothèque heim on verso of title. 

 ¶ lugt 3392. see Blanc, Trésor de la Curiosité, Vol. ii, pp. 60-62. P. Michel, 
Peinture et Plaisir: Les Goûts Picturaux des Collectionneurs Parisiens au XVIIIe 
Siècle (2010), pp. 62, 303, 307, & 312.
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The Greatest Book Collector of the 19th Century

27. (piChon, JérôMe, Baron). Catalogue de la Biblio-
thèque de feu M. le Baron Jérôme Pichon. numerous text il-
lus. 2 p.l., xlvi, [2], 459, [1] pp.; 2 p.l., 274 pp., one leaf; 
2 p.l., 309, [3] pp. three vols. in two. large 8vo, orig. 
printed wrappers bound in cont. blue morocco-backed 
marbled boards, signed “Petitot rel.,” t.e.g. Paris: tech-
ener, 1897-98-98.

 [with]:
 (—). Catalogue de la Collection de Dessins et Estampes de l’Ecole française du 

XVIIe et du XVIIIe Siècle de feu M. le Baron Jérôme Pichon. 2 p.l., 124 pp. 
large 8vo, binding as above. Paris: a. Danlos, 1897. $1950.00

 the posthumous sale of Baron Pichon’s second library (more than 6000 
lots) of illuminated manuscripts, illustrated books, and fine bindings (in-
cluding a Grolier binding and Grolier’s coin cabinet), along with his col-
lection of prints. it can be argued that Pichon was the great collector of 
books of the 19th century. the sale of his second library was even more 
magnificent than his first, sold in 1869. Vol. i is prefaced by Vicaire’s “life 
of Pichon” and the bibliography of his writings.

 Fine set. With price lists for the three book sales.

An Art Collecting Prault

28. (prault, louis François). Catalogue des Tab-
leaux, Dessins, Marbres, Bronzes, et Porcelaines du Cabinet 
de feu M. Prault Ainé…Dont la Vente se fera les 13 et 14 
Février 1807, en sa Maison… 8 pp. 8vo, 19th-cent. mar-
bled boards ( joints restored), spine gilt. Paris: Poultier & 
Constantin, 1807. $1500.00

 the rare sale catalogue, fully priced in a contemporary hand, of louis 
François Prault (1734-1806), ancien Imprimeur du Roi and son of the great 
publisher and bookseller laurent François (1712-80). Prault’s firm print-
ed many auction catalogues in the 18th and early 19th centuries. Because 
of the Constantins’ relationship with the Prault family, who printed al-
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most all of their sale catalogues, either Guillaume Jean Constantin or his 
son, amédée, was the expert for this sale.

 the present catalogue describes Prault’s choice collection of paintings 
(by Greuze, lancret, teniers, Wijnants, van Goyen, etc.), drawings (by 
titian, Caravaggio, Panini, le sueur, Cochin, etc.), as well as sculpture 
and ceramics. there is a total of 63 lots, all priced.

 Very good and uncut copy. engraved bookplate of Georges Pannier 
(1853-1944), the Parisian art dealer, and stamp of the Bibliothèque heim 
on verso of title-page.

 ¶ lugt 7183.

29. regnault-delalande, François léan-
dre, expert. Catalogue d’Estampes, la plupart richement 
encadrées, autres en feuilles…Provenant des Cabinets de Mr. 
P[asquier] et de Mr. D[emarteau, editeur et auteur]. Par 
F.l. regnault. Cette Vente se fera le mardi 23 Février et 
jours suivans… 2 p.l., 32 pp. 8vo (215 x 135 mm.), mod-
ern paper wrappers, new stitching. Paris: regnault & 
thierry, 1808. $650.00

 a very rare sale catalogue; we locate no copy in north america. Contem-
porary inscriptions on this copy’s title-page agree with the provenance 
listed by lugt: “Pasquier” and “Demarteau.” this catalogue describes 
199 lots of prints and drawings.

 in nice condition. the Getty has only a photocopy.
 ¶ lugt 7344.

One of the Greatest Collectors of Art Sale Catalogues

30. (reiset, FrédériC). Catalogue des Livres sur les Arts 
tous bien reliés composant la Bibliothèque de M. R***[in cont. 
ms]: eiset…dont la Vente aura lieu le mardi 15 avril 1879 et jours 
suivants…Par le ministère de Me Maurice Delestre, com-
missaire-priseur… 2 p.l., iv, 377, [1] p. large 8vo (250 x 
170 mm.), cont. brown morocco-backed marbled boards, 
spine gilt, t.e.g. Paris: a. labitte, 1879. $1950.00
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 a special copy of the auction catalogue of reiset’s esteemed library de-
voted to the history of art; this was the finest and largest collection of sale 
catalogues ever assembled prior to that of Baron Pichon, which was dis-
persed 20 years later. a contemporary hand has added all prices and many 
buyers’ names, including edmond de Goncourt, edmond J. de roth-
schild, Georges Duplessis, Paul Demidoff, Baron Pichon, and Georges 
rapilly. this catalogue describes 3123 lots of books, of which the first 
2315 are art auction catalogues, many from the 17th & 18th centuries and 
extremely rare. ordered alphabetically by collector, the catalogues are 
well described individually, uncommon for the time. the compiler also 
indicates if they are annotated or illustrated.

 reiset (1815-91), a renowned art historian, served as curator of drawings 
and prints at the louvre and was later named director general of national 
museums in France. he amassed singular collections of early sale cata-
logues, collection catalogues, salon livrets, and rare works on the arts, all 
finely bound. Many of his books and catalogues are now in the library of 
the institut national d’histoire de l’art.

 “the Baron Pichon collected constantly from 1835; he only had one ri-
val for this specialty, Frédéric reiset, director of the Musées nationaux, 
whose library of catalogues, beautifully bound, was dispersed in a public 
sale on 15 april 1879. it was a memorable scene: Pichon and edmond de 
Goncourt dueled over these impossible-to-find livrets…still today, when 
chance reveals one of the reiset copies, amateurs fight over them…”–
seymour de ricci, “la Collection de Catalogues de ventes de la Bib-
liothèque d’art et d’archéologie,” in the Bulletin Sémestriel No. 3 of the 
société des amis de la Bibliothèque d’art et d’archéologie de l’Université 
de Paris, Fondation Jacques Doucet (1930), p. 13 (in trans.).

 a fine copy with fascinating marginal annotations documenting the auc-
tion room battles over reiset’s splendid library. ownership inscription 
on half-title of “h[en]ri Delaborde” (1811-99), the painter and art critic.

 ¶ inha’s online “Dictionnaire critique des historiens de l’art actifs en 
France de la révolution à la Première Guerre mondiale” (reiset).
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No Example in North America

31. (sauVeterre, —, CoMte de). Catalogue de Tab-
leaux des Ecoles d’Italie, des Pays-Bas et de France. Bronzes, 
et autres Objets de curiosité, provenans du Cabinet de feu M. Le 
Comte de Sauveterre…Par J. Folliot et F. Delalande. Dont 
la Vente se fera le lundi 21 du mois de Mars 1785… 15 
pp. 8vo, late 19th-century red cloth, title on spine. Paris: 
Folliot & Delalande, 1785. $950.00

 a rare sale catalogue, of which we find no copy in north america. it 
describes a choice collection of 15 lots, with paintings by Poussin, albani, 
Bril, teniers, n. Berghem, etc. the experts write that normally with such 
a small collection they would not have issued a catalogue, but with the 
quality of these paintings, they thought it prudent to publish one. the 
Comte de sauveterre was a high-level representative of the French king 
in Germany; however, we do not know his first name.

 Fine copy of a rarity in a red cloth binding similar to those favored by the 
Goncourt brothers. engraved bookplate of the Parisian art dealer Georg-
es Pannier (1853-1944), and stamp of the Bibliothèque heim in the usual 
location.

 ¶ lugt 3848.

32. (suChFort, Johann andreas). Catalogus libro-
rum maxime philologicorum b. I. Andr. Suchfort…ordine diges-
torum. Qui inde a die Viii. novembr.…publica auctionis 
lege divendentur. 1 p.l., 73 pp. small 8vo, attractive modern 
marbled wrappers. Göttingen: F.e. huth, 1824. $1500.00

 the very rare sale catalogue of the library of suchfort (1747-1824), classi-
cal scholar and rector of the Göttingen gymnasium. in 1771, he published 
a book on stesichorus (ca. 630–555 B.C.), the first great lyric poet of the 
West. the catalogue has 1643 lots, and there are multiple items in a num-
ber of the lots. the library was very largely devoted to classical studies 
and philology. the final lot lists suchfort’s dactyliotheca.

 Fine copy. We find no copy outside of Germany.
 ¶ loh, Vol. 7, p. 77.
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33. (Valois, Charles de). Catalogue des Bronzes, et autres 
Curiosités antiques, tant Egyptiennes que Grecques, Romaines 
& Gauloises; des Médailles antiques & modernes en or, en ar-
gent & en bronze; des Médailliers, & des autres effets curieux du 
Cabinet de feu M. De Valois…Dont la Vente se fera vers la 
fin du Carême de la présente année 1748 [ca. 1 april]…
[by Gersaint]. 22 pp., 1 leaf of “approbation.” small 8vo 
(160 x 95 mm.), 19th-century calf-backed marbled boards 
( joints a little rubbed), red morocco lettering-piece on 
spine. Paris: Prault & Barrois, 1748. $1950.00

 a rare sale catalogue of the egyptian, Greek, roman, and Gallic antiqui-
ties amassed by Valois (1671-1747), an early connoisseur of ancient objects, 
who was named antiquaire du roi. this was one of Gersaint’s final sales.

 “Valois was the son and nephew of great 17th-century scholars, adrien 
and henri de Valois; antiquary of the 
king and pensionnaire de l’Académie des 
inscriptions, he accumulated sculp-
tures, ancient bronze and more than 
6000 medals, many from the age of 
imperial rome, brought together in 
his mansion on the ile saint-louis…
”–G. Glorieux, A L’Enseigne de Ger-
saint (2002), pp. 378-79.

 the catalogue describes a total of 104 
lots, with concise notes. Glorieux 
adds that the results of the auction 
were mixed and amounted to only 
4316 livres.

 nice copy; we locate only one in 
north america. lacking the rare 
frontispiece mentioned by lugt. on 
the verso of the title, there is a use-
ful list of Gersaint’s catalogues since 
1736.

 ¶ lugt 685. N.B.G., Vol. 45, col. 900.
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The Verrue Painting Collection, in Manuscript

34. (Verrue, Jeanne Baptiste d’alBert de 
luynes, CoMtesse de). [Manuscript drop-titles]: 
Catalogue des Tableaux de Madame la Comtesse de Verrue dont 
la Vente a commencée le Mercredi 27 Mars 1737. [second drop-
title]: Reprise de la Vente des Tableaux de Madame de Verrue le 
29 Avril 1737. 20 pp. 8vo, 19th-century brown half-cloth & 
marbled boards (spine a trifle rubbed), title on spine, spine 
gilt. [s.l.: 1737]. $12,500.00

 one of the very rare contemporary manuscript sale catalogues of the 
painting collection of the comtesse de Verrue (1670-1736), one of his-
tory’s greatest collectors of art as well as books. it is annotated with near-
ly all prices and a few buyers’ names. according to lugt, there are no 
known printed catalogues of this sale of paintings — most likely never 
printed — and the Getty Provenance index records 14 extant manuscript 
copies, all in institutional libraries, except this example.

 “Verrue, may be best known today as alexandre Dumas’s fictive dame 
volupté, a sobriquet she reputedly created and one that has too easily ob-
scured her crucial role in the art world of early eighteenth-century Paris. 
she had the social confidence to renounce the traditional pattern of col-
lecting that Crozat had eagerly embraced and turned from ‘serious’ ital-
ian paintings to ‘petits sujets,’ bucolic landscapes, and amorous mythol-
ogies, primarily by painters of the northern and French schools. like 
Crozat, she shaped a remarkable and widely admired dwelling that was 
central to her identity and famous during her lifetime. the importance 
of each house was enhanced by the way it functioned. each became a key 
site of artistic discourse, a place where art lovers and artists assembled, 
and a locus for assessing competing systems of value, where distinctive 
outlooks were forged, defined, and absorbed.”–rochelle Ziskin, Shelter-
ing Art (2012), p. 2.

 this catalogue records both days of the sale — 27 March (15 vacations) 
and 29 april (9 vacations) — and describes the first day’s 113 lots of paint-
ings and the second’s 66 lots of mostly paintings, both held at Verrue’s 
residence on the rue du Cherche-Midi. For most of the items, a contem-
porary annotator has added prices. the comtesse de Verrue’s collection 
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of paintings featured works by van Dyck, teniers, Poelenburgh, lor-
rain, oudry, rembrandt, rubens, lancret, nattier, Watteau, le lorrain, 
Wouwerman, Bril, Correggio, etc. the ninth and final vacation of the 
second day consisted of the unsold artworks.

 additional notes show us that buyers at this sale included great collectors 
and dealers both French and foreign, such as Blondel de Gagny, “Go-
defroy pour l’angleterre,” lockie, Morin, the duc de Chevreuse, Jul-
liot, ruel, the comte de Clermont, M. de ravanne, “à Dresde,” etc. also 
noted are the bought-in lots. Finally, the annotator has written amusing 
observations: “peu de valeur,” “copies,” “prix fou,” “très beau,” “fort 
beau,” “touffu,” etc. a later manuscript note has been appended at the 
very end of the sale mentioning that two paintings had been purchased 
by randon de Boisset and then sold in 1777.

 an exceptionally rare document detailing the intrepid connoisseurship of 
one of the great early female collectors. engraved bookplate of Georges 
Pannier (1853-1944), a Parisian art dealer, on the front paste-down. Pan-
nier has also written in red pen above the bookplate that he purchased this 
volume at the sale of the art historian edmond Bonnaffé in 1904. stamp 
of the Bibliothèque heim on first leaf.

 ¶ lugt 470. “her long-term preference for netherlandish art countered 
that of contemporary collectors (e.g., Pierre Crozat and Pierre Jean Mar-
iette) and dealers (e.g., Gersaint), who favored the italians. Furthermore, 
Verrue’s enthusiasm for particular subjects of genres (e.g., landscapes 
and scenes of everyday life) anticipated their later popularity; that she 
acquired these works at a fraction of their later market value is further 
indication that she was in the vanguard of contemporary taste. Verrue’s 
knowledge of netherlandish art (which was instrumental in the forma-
tion of the goût moderne), and its predominance in her collection, suggests 
that rather than merely following the newest artistic trend of her day, she 
may actually have had a greater role in shaping it.”–Cynthia lawrence 
& Magdalena kasman, “Jeanne-Baptiste d’albert de luynes, Comtesse 
de Verrue: an art Collector in eighteenth-Century Paris,” in Women 
and Art in Early Modern Europe: Patrons, Collector, and Connoisseurs, ed. C. 
lawrence (1997), p. 211.

¶  ¶  ¶
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“One of the Most Impressive Theological Writings of the 
Century”

35. BarClay, roBert. Theologiae verè Christianae Apo-
logia. 12 p.l., 374, [24] pp., one leaf of errata. 4to, cont. 
english dark blue morocco (unimportant scuffing to ex-
tremities), covers panelled in gilt & blind, spine finely gilt, 
red morocco lettering piece on spine, a.e.g. amsterdam: 
J. Claus & others, 1676. $29,500.00

 First edition, rare, and a splendid copy bound in contemporary english 
dark blue morocco, most probably for presentation, of the classic exposi-
tion of the Quaker philosophy. the society of Friends, as Quakers are 
more formally known, has historically had an outsized influence through 
the mere force of passive resistance. their form of Christianity is “widely 
divergent from the prevalent types, being a religious fellowship which 
has no formulated creed demanding definite subscription, and no liturgy, 
priesthood or outward sacrament, and which gives to women an equal 
place with men in church organization.”–Encyc. Brit. the Quakers were 
also instrumental in the colonization of new Jersey and Pennsylvania.

 Following the foundation of the society of Friends by George Fox in 
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1647, its adherents issued a large body of polemical pamphlets and tracts, 
most of negligible literary merit. the need to combat persecution caused 
Barclay (1648-90), a member of a notable scottish family who had con-
verted to Quakerism in 1666-67, to write a series of “books that became 
the definitive statement of the Quaker faith for upwards of two centu-
ries.”–oDnB. in 1675 he published his Theses Theologiae, a series of 15 
propositions spelling out Quaker beliefs. the Apologia, which Barclay 
had printed in amsterdam during a period of travel or voluntary exile, is 
a full and reasoned defense of each of the 15 theses set forth in the earlier 
work. this work has been reprinted many times and in many languages. 
leslie stephen described it in D.N.B. as “impressive in style; grave, logi-
cal, and often marked by the eloquence of lofty moral convictions…one 
of the most impressive theological writings of the century…[Barclay’s] 
recognition of a divine light working in men of all creeds harmonises 
with the doctrine of toleration, which he advocates with great force and 
without the restrictions common in his time.”

 this first edition was undoubtedly printed in a very small number. the 
present large, attractive copy appears to have been bound for presenta-
tion, and may have been one of the copies sent in February 1678 to each 
of the ambassadors at the peace congress of nijmegen. 

 Fine and handsome copy, preserved in a box. With the Princes of star-
hemberg stamp (sale Cologne, 16 september 1956, lot 941).

36. BauMgÄrtner, alBreCht heinriCh. Voll-
ständige Sammlung aller Kriegsschriftsteller der Griechen, so-
wohl strategischen als taktischen Inhalts. Aus dem griechischen 
übersetzt, und mit Anmerkungen erläutert, von… engraved 
vignette on title, 19 finely engraved plates (some folding), 
one engraved headpiece & several woodcut diagrams in 
the text. 12, 116, 120, [2] pp. large 4to (245 x 210 mm.), 
cont. paste-paper boards (slightly worn), red morocco 
lettering-piece on spine. Frankenthal & Mannheim: C.F. 
schwan, 1779. $950.00

 First edition of an uncommon history and examination of ancient 
warfare with a series of illustrations of formations, famous battles, and 
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many types of siege craft. Baumgärtner (1743-1809), historian of classical 
Greece and rome and civil servant, wrote several works on ancient art in 
addition to military history. 

 in this book, he expounds on and compares the military traditions of 
the Greeks and romans. he exhaustively describes their tactics, forma-
tions, uniforms and their iconography, weapons, siege techniques, siege 
weapons, etc. there is also in-depth discussion of military leaders and 
what made them successful. the illustrations of battles, such as the one 
showing a phalanx (pl. Xi), are quite dramatic.

 nice copy, internally fine.
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37. (BaVarian arMy). Vorschriften für den Unterricht in den 
Waffenübungen der Königlich-Baierischen Infanterie. plate vol.: 
one folding engraved title-leaf, 47 folding engraved plates, 
& a second series of 47 engraved pages, printed on each side, 
of military music. text vol.: one folding engraved plate. 
xxxi, 680 pp. two vols. thick 8vo, cont. green half-sheep 
maroquiné & marbled boards, flat spines gilt, red leather let-
tering pieces on spines. Munich: lindauer, 1822. $1950.00

 First edition and very rare. the official book of instruction and regula-
tions providing details of military field exercises and maneuvers for the 
Bavarian infantry. these exercises were designed so that the infantry 
would respond predictably and effectively.

 the fine series of plates depict uniforms of all ranks, formations designed 
to deal with all eventualities and terrains, positions of the soldier with 
and without arms, marching and alignment, opening and closing rank, 
etc. also provided are 47 engraved pages of marching music.

 Fine set from the Wittelsbach library of the dukes and kings of Bavaria. 
ownership mark of Duke Maximilian Joseph of Bavaria (1808-88), dated 
1825. WorldCat locates no copy in the U.s.
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38. (BaVarian CaValry). Vorschriften für den Unterricht in 
den Waffenübungen der Königlich-Bayerischen Cavalerie. plate 
vols.: two folding engraved titles, four engraved leaves 
of music, & 93 fine folding engraved plates. text vols.: 
xv, [1], 501 pp., one leaf of errata; xix, [1], 360 pp., one 
leaf of errata. Four vols. 8vo, cont. polished sheep, spines 
gilt, text vols. with a.e.g. Munich: rösl, 1828. $1650.00

 First edition, and very rare, of the official book of instruction and regu-
lations for the Bavarian cavalry (chevauleger). this is a richly illustrated 
work: the plates depict uniforms of different members of the cavalry; 
their weapons (swords, lances, and rifles); sword techniques; horse tack 
including saddles, stirrups, bridles, etc.; the anatomy of the horse and 
their hooves; and many tactical formations.

 Fine and handsome set from the Wittelsbach library of the dukes and 
kings of Bavaria. Upper cover of Vol. ii of text slightly wormed.
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39. BlaCk, JaMes, & son, Bookseller, statio-
ner, & BookBinder. Catalogue des Livres; Anglois, 
Classiques et Orientaux qui se trouvent chez James Black et fils 
Libraires No. 9 York-Street et No. 2 Tavistock-Street Covent-
Garden Londres [with following title-leaf ]: A Catalogue of 
Books; English, Classical, and Oriental, published and sold by 
James Black and Son… 1 p.l., 29 pp. small 8vo, attractive 
modern marbled wrappers. [london]: 1816. $1500.00

 a very rare priced catalogue, listing about 500 titles, issued by one of 
the most important london booksellers of the time. the firm had two 
locations, joined by a bridge across the street between shops. Black ap-
prenticed for his father from 1781 to 1789 and was succeeded by his son, 
alexander. the firm continued until the middle of the 19th century.

 Fine copy.
 ¶ see the online exeter Working Papers in Book history.

40. Bosse, aBrahaM. Die Kunst in Kupfer zu stechen, so-
wohl vermittelst des Aetzwassers als mit dem Grabstichel: inglei-
chen die sogenannte schwarze Kunst, und wie die Kupferdrucker-
Presse nach ietziger Art zu bauen und die Kupfer abzudrucken 
sind ehemals durch Abraham Bosse, gewesenen königl. Kup-
ferstecher in Paris etwas davon heraus gegeben; jetzo aber aufs 
neue durchgesehen, verbessert und um die Hälfte vermehret, auch 
mit neunzehn Kupfertafeln versehen; aus dem Französischen ins 
Deutsche übersetzt… engraved frontis.; eight engraved vi-
gnettes and head- & tailpieces, 19 finely engraved plates 
(most folding) & some engravings in the text. 18 p.l., 254, 
[36] pp. of index & errata. thick 8vo (160 x 105 mm.), 
late 18th-cent. marbled boards (extremities a little rubbed 
& worn). Dresden: [C. G. nitzsche], 1765. $2500.00

 an important German edition of Bosse’s Traité des manières de graver en 
Taille douce (1st ed., in French: 1645), considerably augmented for the 
German audience. this work was translated and published by Carl Got-
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tlieb nitzsche from the 1745 Cochin edition. the Cochin edition was the 
first to promote etching with hard etching-ground (vernis dur), instead 
of the soft etching-ground (vernis mol), to imitate line engraving. it also 
featured long sections on le Blon’s color printing and the refining of 
mezzotint illustration. in the present book, we find four illustrations of 
the rolling press, which Cochin had updated to account for several design 
upgrades. there are also several diagrams and cross-sections of printing 
presses. 

 this book is richly illustrated with plates and vignettes executed by Carl 
Gottfried nestler (1730-80) that depict various techniques, equipment, 
and the interiors of print shops. nestler reworked the engraved title-page 
from the 1645 first edition for this book’s frontispiece.

 a very good copy, internally fresh. Unidentified engraved bookplates 
with the initials “G. F.” on front and rear paste-downs. 

 ¶ Benezit, Dictionary of Artists, Vol. 10, p. 258 (nestler).
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“In Troubled Waters We Catch the Most Fish”

41. BuChanan, williaM. Memoirs of Painting, with a 
Chronological History of the Importation of Pictures by the Great 
Masters into England since the French Revolution… xvi, 364 
pp.; 2 p.l., 397 pp. two vols. 8vo (220 x 140 mm.), 19th-
century polished calf ( joints a trifle rubbed), spines gilt, 
red & green morocco lettering-pieces on spines. london: 
r. ackermann, 1824. $850.00

 First edition of an essential firsthand history of the mass British acquisi-
tions of old Masters at the end of the 18th century and the first decades 
of the 19th century. “William Buchanan (1777-1864), a scottish lawyer 
turned art dealer, was to benefit most from the turmoil caused by the 
napoleonic Wars, although he started too late to participate in the orlé-
ans sales. he employed mainly James irvine of Drum, aberdeenshire, in 
italy and George augustus Wallis in spain and Portugal as agents to scour 
the cities for available works of art and ship them back to london…”–J. 
stourton and C. sebag-Montefiore, The British as Art Collectors, p. 159.

 Buchanan structures this work around the celebrated collections to which 
he added or from which he extracted magnificent works. he describes 
the collections of Michael Bryan, de Calonne, Fagel, robit, Vitturi, leb-
run, sebastiani, lucien Bonaparte, and talleyrand. he cites prices and 
provides numerous insights into the dispersal of many of the early great 
19th-century art collections. the sections beginning “Mr. Buchanan’s 
importations…” (Vol. ii, pp. 95-180; 203-50; 294-304; 349-77), are per-
haps of the greatest interest, due to the author’s candor and the excerpts 
of private (and revealing) correspondence between Buchanan and his for-
eign agents regarding the pursuit of great works.

 nice set, internally fine. Presentation inscription on front fly-leaf: 
“James McDouall from his sincere friend Charles F. rushout, on his 
leaving eton, election 1857.” engraved armorial bookplate of “Jacobi 
McDouall de logon” on front paste-down. 

 ¶ oxford art online (Buchanan). “his book is by far the frankest ever 
written by any dealer anywhere, and by printing many of the original 
documents and letters that passed between him and his agents Buchanan 
conveys much of the profitable excitement of the pursuit — bliss indeed 
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was it to be a collector in that dawn, but to be a dealer was very heaven.”–
Francis haskell, Rediscoveries in Art: Some Aspects of Taste, Fashion & Col-
lecting in England & France (1976), p. 27.

43. Carnot, laZare niColas Marguerite. An-
weisung zur Vertheidigung der Festungen von…[translated 
by]: F. von Bressensdorf… 11 folding engraved plates 
& numerous tables in the text. xxxii, 542, [2] pp. large 
4to (250 x 215 mm.), cont. red sheep maroquiné, flat spine 
gilt, covers framed with gilt Greek keys, gilt round sides, 
a.e.g. stuttgart: Cotta, 1820. $2750.00

 the important German translation of the third and final edition of Car-
not’s chief work, in a most attractive binding. Written at the request of na-
poleon and published for the first time in 1810 (third ed.: 1812), it concerns 
the coordination and logistics necessary for a successful defense of fortified 
positions. the plates are highly detailed with elevations and cross-sections 
demonstrating his theories of fortification, which replaced those of Vauban 
and improved upon the ideas of Montalembert. the translator, von Bres-
sensdorf, was a lieutenant in a Bavarian grenadier guard unit.
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“known to French history as the ‘organizer of Victory’ in the wars of 
the revolution and to engineering mechanics for the principle of conti-
nuity in the transmission of power, Carnot [1753-1823] remains one of 
the very few men of science and of politics whose career in each domain 
deserves serious attention on its own merits…throughout the napole-
onic period he served on numerous commissions appointed by the in-
stitute to examine the merits of many of the mechanical inventions that 
testify to the fertility of French technical imagination in those years of 
conquest and warfare.”–D.S.B., iii, p. 70 & 72.

 an excellent copy. WorldCat locates only one example of this book in 
north america. Unidentified engraved noble bookplate on front paste-
down. 

 ¶ David eugene smith, “lazare nicholas Marguerite Carnot” in The Sci-
entific Monthly, Vol. 37, no. 2, (aug., 1933), pp. 189. Jähns 2816. N.B.G., 
Vol. 8, cols. 788-800.
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44. ChateauBriand, François rené de. Les 
Amis de la Liberté de la Presse. Marche et Effets de la Censure… 
32 pp. 8vo (215 x 140 mm.), two loose quires, leaves un-
cut. Paris: le normant fils, 1827. $350.00

 First and only edition of a seminal pamphlet by Chateaubriand in which 
he denounces the censorship measures ratified under Charles X. he calls 
the idea of “freedom of the press” a mere abstraction in France at that 
time. this article was sponsored by the Journal des Débats, which actively 
pressured the government to relax its stringent regulations on the press. 
Chateaubriand, with several prominent writers, formed the société des 
amis de la liberté de la presse in 1827 to promote press freedom.

 Chateaubriand dramatically writes on page 4 (in trans.): “honor and my 
country call me back to the battlefield. i have reached an age where men 
need rest; but if i judged from my years, by the ever-growing hate that 
oppression and baseness inspire in me, i might believe i had grown young 
again.”

 nice copy in original state. Minor dampstaining on the first few leaves.
 ¶ N.B.G., Vol. 10, cols. 95-98.

45. CiCero, MarCus tullius. De Senectute, De Amici-
tia, and Paradoxa Stoicorum. illuminated manuscript, writ-
ten in latin on vellum. italy, Florence, ca. 1450-1460.
 $125,000.00

 241 x 171 mm. ( justification: 157 x 96 mm.), vellum, 42 leaves & mod-
ern pastedown with flyleaves in front and back. Collation: i-iii10, iV10+2 
(added bifolium, fols. 40-41), perpendicular catchwords in lower margin; 
one column of 28 lines (ruled in blind), written in black ink in a fine Lit-
tera Humanistica. the hand tends to write smaller in the 2nd text (see fol. 
22 and ff.), rubrics in red by the same hand, in texts and in margins (fol. 3, 
citations in Greek), 8 three- to five-line golden initials on a field painted 
in blue, red and green, one penwork initial (fol. 36v) added later, four 
large, four- to eight-line white vine-scroll initials in gold on red, green 
and blue grounds (fols. 1r-v, 17r, 32v, on fol. 1: 2 butterflies and a full 
lower border with 2 deer and a lion in gold, possibly an unidentified coat 
of arms). some contemporary annotations and corrections, several dif-
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ferent probatio pennae added on final leaves. Binding: modern cedar wood 
covers, executed by Jean de Gonet (b. 1950), innovative French binder 
who was honored in exhibitions (new York and Brussels, 1987), most 
recently, in Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France (2013, see literature, 
below).

provenance:
1. the coat of arms of the first patron, a golden lion on an azure field is 
unidentified.
2. in the 16th century owned by antonio lanza of Padua.
3. Monogram MF.
4. later collection note “no. ClXXXVi” (fol. 1r, headed by: iC Xri).

contents:
Fols. 1-16v: Marci tullii Ciceronis, De Senectute or Cato Maior de Senec-

tute. Liber feliciter incipit: O Tite, si quid ego adiuero curamve levasso quae 
nunc te coquit et versat que in pectore fixa,et qua de primeris enquid erit premii? 
Licet enim 

explicit: Haec habui de senectute quae dicerem, ad quam utinam veniatis, ut ea, 
quae ex me audistis, re experti probare possitis!

the text is divided in three main parts: Preliminary or Prohemium, dedi-
cation to titus atticus, fols. 1r-v; introductory conversation, fols. 1v-
3r; Cato’s Defence of old age, fols. 3r-16v.

Fols. 17r-32r: M. C., De Amicitia feliciter incipit: Quintus Mutius Augur 
Scaevola multa narrare de C. Laelio socero suo memoriter et iucunde solebat nec 
dubitare illum in omni sermone appellare sapientem

explicit: Haec habui de amicitia quae dicerem. Vos autem hortor, ut ita virtutem 
locetis, sine qua amicitia esse non potest ut ea excepta nihil amicitia praestabilius 
putetis.

Fols. 32v-39v: Marcus tullius Cicero, Paradoxa Stoicorum. Incipit: Animad-
verti, Brute, saepe Catonem, avunculum tuum, tuum, cum in senatu senten-
tiam diceret, locos graves ex philosophia tractare abhorrentes ab hoc usu forensi et 
publico, sed dicendo consequi tamen, ut illa etiam populo probabilia viderentur

explicit: Nos vero si nec possumus
On Old Age, the first text in the manuscript at hand, bears as full title Cato 
Maior de Senectute. Written in 45-44 B.C., it is dedicated to Cicero’s friend 
titus Pomponius atticus (109-32 B.C.). the earliest surviving manu-
scripts are Carolingian codices of the 9th and 10th centuries now in Par-
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is, Bibliothèque nationale and leyden, University library. the text is 
written in the form of a dialogue with vivid discussions and some drama. 
the arguments had comforted Cicero himself, and he hoped they would 
do the same to his friend atticus. De Senectute became a popular ethical 
treatise, applying the principles of philosophy to lighten the troubles of 
old age, the so-called “heaviest burden of life.”
the second text in the present manuscript, De Amicitia — also dedicated 
to atticus — was written by Cicero in 44 B.C., shortly after the death 
of Julius Caesar and before the conflict with antony. he based his work 
on early Greek philosophers such as Plato and theophrastus. again the 
text is written as a dialogue between prominent figures, in this case Gaius 
laelius and his sons-in-law Gaius Fannius and Quintus Mucius scaevola 
— teacher to Cicero himself. although Cicero wrote about his own ex-
periences with friendship, he used the relationship between the younger 
scipio and laelius as an example and a large part of the text is devoted to 
laelius’ speech on the death of his friend scipio in 129 B.C., expressing 
his bereavement and how to bear the loss. thus Cicero described what 
qualities make a good friend (and what characterizes a bad friend), pro-
viding examples from his personal life.
Cicero’s Paradoxa stoicorum, the third text, was only rediscovered in the 
early 15th century. Cosimo de Medici is known as owner of an early 
Monte Cassino manuscript since 1418 and Florence may have been a cen-
tre of dispersion of this text (a list of extant manuscripts and editions is 
found in ronnick, 1991, pp. 143-99). the Paradoxa is an introduction to 
stoicism in which Cicero lays out six stoic principles (called paradoxes) 
and tries to make them understandable for the “average” listener. it is an 
exercise into plain speech without requiring to actually agree to any of 
the paradoxes. these are: 1. moral value is the only good; 2. virtue is suf-
ficient for happiness; 3. all virtues and vices are equal; 4. all fools are in-
sane; 5. only the wise man is really free; and 6. only the wise man is rich.

decoration:
Written in an experienced humanist hand of one scribe who also added 
the rubrics, the manuscript is carefully corrected. the many probatio pen-
nae on the flyleaves do not make much sense. the texts are decorated with 
eight three- to five-line golden initials on a field painted in blue, red and 
green. one penwork initial (fol. 36v) seems to have been added later. the 
major illumination furthermore consists of four large, four- to eight-line 
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white vine-scroll initials in gold on red, green and blue grounds (fols. 1r-
v, 17r, 32v). on fol. 1 there are also two butterflies (looking like winged 
caterpillars) and a full lower border with two deer and a lion in gold, pos-
sibly an unidentified coat of arms. the three animals in the lower margin 
on the opening leaf are interestingly woven into the vine-stems and are 
an integral part of the decoration. all three figures are known as designs 
taken from the inventory that the Master of the Playing Cards (Germany, 
c. 1455-60) used for his copperplate engravings — a use we often see in 
northern manuscripts and early printed books, but less in italian humanist 
manuscripts. however, they were part of the stock of designs of Frances-
co d’antonio del Chierico as is illustrated in Florence, Bibliotheca Medi-
cea laurenziana, ms 82,3 (new York 1994, ill. p. 50), containing Pliny the 
elder’s Natural History, written in Florence, in 1458.

 in all the present manuscript is a fine humanist book with wide margins and 
interesting texts in a notable modern binding. [See frontispiece illustration]

46. dean, henry. The Whole Art of Legerdemain; or, Hocus 
Pocus in Perfection: by which the meanest capacity may perform 
the Whole Art without a Teacher. Together with the Use of all 
the Instruments belonging thereto. To which is now added abun-
dance of New and Rare Inventions, the like never before in print, 
but much desired by many…Written by h. Dean. Wood-
cut frontis. 132 (incl. frontis.), iv pp. 12mo, fine modern 
black morocco, elaborately panelled in gilt, flat spine & 
inner dentelles gilt, a.e.g. london: Printed for J. Bew, 
1781. $6000.00

 “eighth edition, corrected, and improved with an entire new set of 
cutts.” First published in 1722, this is the most popular english conjuring 
book of the 18th century; more than twenty printings have been iden-
tified, and no doubt others have failed to survive. the text is heavily 
dependent on reginald scot’s Discovery of Witchcraft (1584), and on subse-
quent derivative works, but the language has of course been adapted for 
a more modern readership. 

 the author’s identity has long remained something of a mystery, but an 
advertisement at the end of the fourth edition, published in the 1750’s,
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 suggests that 
henry Dean 
may have 
been a dealer 
in magical 
apparatus, 
with a book-
shop “near 
the Watch 
house on 
little-tower 
hill, Postern 
row.”
the very ap-
pealing 36 

 woodcut illustrations and diagrams depict playing cards, cups and balls, and 
other sorts of conjuring apparatus, as well as a number of effects, such as 
“how to eat fire, and to blow it up in your mouth with a pair of bellows.” 
the frontispiece is in two compartments, each of which is repeated in the 
text. the upper panel shows “how to cut a man’s head off and to put the 
head into a platter, a yard from his body.” the lower portion is a cut used to 
illustrate “to cut a glass, a famous invention.” 

 this is the first of two editions of Dean’s book to be published by John 
Bew, a bookseller who established his business in london in the early 
1770’s, and specialized in titles for a popular audience; he also issued a 
“ninth edition” in 1789. of particular interest here are four pages of his 
advertisements at the end, entitled “a Catalogue of Chapmen’s Books, 
printed for and sold by J. Bew, at no. 28, in Paternoster row.” this un-
usual catalogue of chapbooks is printed in double columns and lists more 
than eighty titles; examples have been found at the back of several other 
titles published by Bew, but its presence in Dean’s book is not noted in 
any of the four copies recorded by the estC (l, lu; nn; Got). toole-
stott, however, who lists a number of other copies in private collections, 
notes that “some copies have inserted a leaf or leaves of advertisements at 
the end.” 

 in very fine condition, elegantly bound.
 ¶ toole-stott, A Bibliography of English Conjuring, 210.
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The Beginning of Lithography as an Art Form

47. engelMann, godeFroy. Recueil d’Essais Lith-
ographiques dans les différents genres de dessin tels que manière 
de Crayon, de la plume, du pinceau et de lavis exécutés par le 
Procédé de… lithographed title with vignette depicting 
both sides of the medallion of the société lithographique 
de Mulhouse, lithographed leaf of table of contents, & 
eight lithographed plates (two in color). large 4to, later 
blue wrappers (title a little dusty), newly stitched, uncut. 
Paris: “chez l’auteur rue Casette no. 18,” [1816].
 $32,500.00

 First edition of one of the great rarities of lithography. engelmann (1788-
1839), a native of Mulhouse, first learned of lithography in 1813 and be-
gan to experiment on some stones. realizing he needed more informa-
tion, he decided to go to Munich to see the process at first hand. “For 
several weeks engelmann studied the art in the studios of stuntz where 
strixner and Piloty worked. he had his own press constructed and pro-
duced some lithographs in the tinted style which had become so popular 
in Germany. like lasteyrie, whom he is supposed to have met in Mu-
nich, engelmann returned [to Mulhouse] with a press, stones, and all the 
equipment needed to set up a lithographic establishment…

 “engelmann must have realized that 
Mulhouse was not the best place in 
which to practise lithography, es-
pecially if he was interested in get-
ting artists to draw on stone, and on 
15 June 1816 he followed lasteyrie 
to Paris and set up another printing 
works with his brother-in-law Pierre 
thierry at rue Cassette, no. 18…

 “Within a few years artists flocked to 
his press, and it soon far outstripped 
that of lasteyrie in both size and repu-
tation. Probably in the same year that 
lasteyrie published his Recueil de dif-
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férens genres d’impressions lithographiques engelmann produced [the present 
work]. it was a smaller but rather more competent production with a pen-
drawn map, an imitation wood-engraving, a sheet of transferred writing, 
two examples of tinted lithography, and drawings in either ink or chalk 
by Girodet, h. Vernet, Mongin, and engelmann himself [including a fine 
self-portrait]. the competition between the houses of engelmann and 
lasteyrie was obviously keen and, as a contemporary english writer ob-
served, this helped the art to make rapid progress there. in the long run 
it was engelmann who took the lead…engelmann was concerned with 
lithography throughout his life and at his death left a flourishing press to 
his son. For twenty years he was responsible for most of the major techni-
cal developments of the process…already by 1820 his was probably the 
leading press in europe, and certainly so for that branch of lithography in 
which France has ever since led the work, the production of artists’ prints. 
More than anyone else in europe it was engelmann who, by virtue of his 
technical improvements, clear descriptions, and skilful printing, encour-
aged artists to draw on stone; and the real growth of lithography as far as 
the artist was concerned really dates from the establishment of his press in 
Paris.”–twyman, Lithography 1800-1850, pp. 52-55.

 Fine copy of a very rare book, preserved in a box.
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48. equine MediCine ManusCript, gerMany. 
Manuscript on paper in German entitled on upper cover 
“artzney Buech vor krancke Pferdt.” 99 leaves, includ-
ing a few blanks, with pagination up to “224“ (therefore 
lacking some leaves; see below), [11] further leaves in a 
somewhat later hand. Folio (338 x 221 mm.), modern 
boards with a portion with title of the orig. cover pasted-
on. [Germany, probably the allgäu region in southwest-
ern Bavaria, ca. 1770-1800, with additions up to c. 1850].
 $2750.00

 an extensive fragment of a collection of equine remedies apparently 
used by several generations of blacksmiths or veterinary surgeons named 
Müller or Miller. a number of features point to the manuscript having 
originated in the allgäu region in southwestern Bavaria.

 ailments treated include “pain of the body,” colic, jaundice, “palpitation 
of the heart,” excessive appetite, “the horse constantly eating but steadi-
ly decreasing,” and “the horse being ill but with no indication of what 
exactly is troubling it.” the original core of the manuscript comprises 
about 75 pages written in a tidy German cursive script in dark brown ink, 
with additions added apparently by the same hand a little later in some-
what lighter ink. the manuscript is interspersed with numerous further 
additions, dated between 1773 and 1799, signed in several places by one 
Johannes Miller, who here and there (for instance, on page 197) describes 
himself as a blacksmith.

 oftentimes, a recipe’s source is given at the end of the text or in the ample 
margins; for instance “the learned ruini in his anatomy” (Carlo ru-
ini’s Anatomia del Cavallo of 1598) is a favorite. also, we find one Georg 
or Johann Georg Bolzmacher, a blacksmith specializing in iron skillets, 
who spent “fifteen years in the war” and “had learnt his trade in France, 
where he had cured hundreds.” other authors include a swiss named 
abraham otto, “in his booklet” (page 15), and Bernhard naumann in his 
“leipzig horse Doctor” of 1780 (page 183). there are various references 
to blacksmiths or veterinary surgeons named Miller or Müller. a mar-
ginal note on page 66, for instance, says “in Michael Miller’s book there is 
the following…” another note, on page 216, mentions “a secret given by 
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Michael Miller,” and on page 222 a recipe is “approved by Johannes and 
Matthias Müller.”

 some remarks on the origin of certain cures point to Bavaria’s south-
western allgäu region as the home of our manuscript. on page 53, for 
instance, Michael Miller is described as “a smith in hindelang,” while a 
marginal note on page 130 mentions a “blacksmith at the court in kemp-
ten.” a “tried and trusted cure for the warm gout in horses” was given, 
according to a marginal note on page 221, “by Johannes Dietman(n), 
horsesmith in the service of the electoral court at kempten,” and one 
Johannes rapp was “surgeon at hindelang” (page 223).

 Further evidence of an allgäu provenance is provided by some of the 
addenda on the eleven unnumbered leaves at the end of the manuscript. 
the first entry, “to combat a cattle plague that was rampant in 1800,” 
is signed by parson ignatz Betz in Warmisried, which is south of Min-
delheim in the lower allgäu district. Furthermore, there are several 
transcriptions of articles in the Augsburger Postzeitung, a local periodical, 
including a recipe for curing foot and mouth disease, anonymously pub-
lished on 5 august 1800 — here attributed to “Veterinary surgeon Mül-
ler.” the manuscript ends with numerous transcriptions from various 
veterinary periodicals and monographs.

 regarding the collation: the original pagination ends on page 224. on 
one leaf, it jumps from recto 89 to verso 100; on another, from recto 54 
to verso 56. in other places, a number of leaves obviously went missing 
before the modern binding was supplied. the pages with paginations still 
extant are: 5-8, 11-22, 25-32, 35-54, 56-89, 100-138, 141-154, 156-211, 
and 214-224, followed by eleven leaves neither paginated nor foliated.

 in fine condition.

49. equine MediCine ManusCript, MuniCh. 
Manuscript on paper in German entitled on second leaf 
“abhandlung von verschiedenartigen krankheiten, ihrer 
entstehung, erkentniss und heilung. Pro krimm.” 6 p.l., 
182 numbered pages, 4 unnumbered leaves. 4to (216 x 173 
mm.), cont. boards, new spine. on page 182: “Munich, 16 
March 1818.” $2650.00
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 a most interesting and apparently unpublished manuscript on horse 
diseases, their causes, diagnoses, and cures. the text is divided into ca. 
100 paragraphs and is written in a neat German cursive script. Para-
graph headings include “of rages,” “Gland and goiter,” “injuries to the 
tongue,” and “equine epidemic.” over 200 pharmaceutical recipes are 
given in latin with German translations.

 nothing could be ascertained as to the author “krimm” named on the 
title page. according to the preface, he seems to have been an experi-
enced veterinary surgeon who prepared the book “exclusively for his 
own use.” he was most likely educated at Munich’s royal Veterinarian 
College, as he refers to “everything that was prescribed and practically 
demonstrated” at that institution. he continues: “i have here painstak-
ingly reproduced every cure and treatment observed and applied by my-
self in said animal hospital, including the genesis and development over 
periods long and short, all in correct order.”

 the author has systematically arranged the cures and recipes anatomi-
cally “from the head to the feet.” the work is accompanied by an index 
of subjects.

 nice copy, minor browning and soiling.

50. [FisChart, Johann]. Podagrammisch Trostbücklein. 
Innhaltend zwo artlicher Schutz Reden von herzlicher ankunfft, 
Geschlecht, Hoffhaltung, Nutzbarkeit und tieffgesuchtem lob dess 
Hochgelehrten, Gliedermächtigen und zarten fräwlins Podagra. 
Nun erstmals zu Kitzeligem Trost und ergetzung andächtiger 
Pfotengrammuscher Personen, oder Handkrämpffigen und Futz-
verstrickten Kämpffern lustig und wacker (wie ein Hund auff dem 
Lotterbet) bossiert unnd publiciert. Durch i.F.G.M. Woodcut 
vignette on title, printed in red & black. 96 unnumbered 
leaves (final two leaves blank, signature F bound after G), 
8vo, attractive antique calf-backed paste-paper boards, 
spine gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine. stras-
bourg: t. Jobin, 1604. $1950.00

 Fourth edition, enlarged. the first edition appeared in 1577, a second 
in 1591, a third in 1597, and a fifth edition in 1623. Fischart (1546-90), 
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was a German satirist and the principal German literary opponent of the 
Counter-reformation. indefatigable with his pen, he attacked all perver-
sities in the public and private life of his time: astrological superstition, 
scholastic pedantry, ancestral pride, but especially the papal dignity, the 
priesthood, and the Jesuits.

 this long encomium on gout (“Book of Comfort in Gout”), written in 
the tradition of Pirckheimer, Cardano, and Fleissner, attempts to con-
sole the victims of the disease through the power of laughter. Fischart 
wrote under many feigned names, here “i.F.G.M.” or “im Fischen gilt’s 
Mischen.”

 the vignette on the title-page depicts a man afflicted by gout, held up 
by crutches, being tempted by two companions offering him food and 
drink.

 Fine copy. all early editions are very rare.
 ¶ Copeman, A Short History of the Gout and the Rheumatic Diseases, pl. 5–

(depicting the title-page of the first edition, with another version of the 
same vignette, and describing this work as “the earliest printed book on 
gout”).

The Longest Poem on the Gout

51. Fleissner, georg. Ritter Orden Deß Podagrischen 
Fluß: Das ist: Kurtze vnd eigentliche beschreibung, auß Mercu-
rij der Götter Postbotten Munde selbst verfasset: Von deß zarten 
Jungfräwleins und Göttin Podagrae Herkunfft, Geburt, Namen, 
Complexion, Art, Aufferziehung, Unterweisung…an jetzten 
widerumb auffgelegt, und an vielen örtern mit fleiß ubersehen. 
23 leaves. small 8vo, attractive antique calf-backed paste-
paper boards, spine gilt, red morocco lettering piece on 
spine. n.p.: 1601. $2500.00

 third edition; there were editions of 1594, 1596, our edition of 1601, 
and 1611. all are very rare, and there is no copy of any of these editions 
in north america. “Ritterorden des Podagrischen Fluss (order of the Gouty 
humor) is an allegorical poem which was composed in German by Georg 
Fleissner, a captain from schoenberg, then residing in schlackenwerth. 
these are two small Bohemian towns near Carlsbad. its 1088 lines make 
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this by far the longest poem about the gout. the story has two parts. the 
first 658 lines tell the origin of the goddess Podagra and of her order, and 
the last 430 lines relate the ways in which she benefits mankind…

 “the first portion of the poem, in which the tales of the origin of goddess 
Podagra and of the establishment of the order of the Gouty humor are 
told, was largely original. the device of an order of chivalry, whereby 
the victims of the evil which was the subject of an encomium are given 
a mock respectability, came into frequent use and was Fleissner’s chief 
contribution to the development of this literature. the latter portion, 
in which are related the ways that gout benefits its victims, was princi-
pally derived from two major gout encomia: Apologia seu podagrae laus by 
Willibald Pirckheimer (1470-1530) of nürnberg, published originally in 
1522, and Podagra encomium by hieronymus Cardanus (1501-1576) of Pa-
via, published in 1562.”–thomas G. Benedek, “the Gout encomium of 
Georg Fleissner, 1594” in Bulletin of the History of Medicine, Vol. 43, no. 2 
(March-april 1969), pp. 116-37.

 Fine copy. lightly browned throughout due to the quality of the paper.

52. geiger, FranZ. Auch Etwas über die Pressfreyheit… 
Wood engraved vignette on title. 19 pp. small 8vo (185 x 
110 mm.), self-bound, uncut. altdorf: Fr. X. Z’graggen, 
1828. $250.00

 First and only edition of this very rare pamphlet on freedom of the press 
by Geiger (1755-1843), a Catholic priest and professor of theology in lu-
cerne. in 1788, he conspired with the Marquis de Vérac to restore louis 
XVi to the throne. after being dismissed from his professorship, Gei-
ger became a journalist and wrote numerous polemical pieces on church 
history, Catholicism, and contemporary political issues, including free 
speech. he founded the Schweizerische Kirchenzeitung, a Catholic theo-
logical periodical, which began publication in 1832 and is still issued.

 in this piece, Geiger discusses the importance of press freedom and cites 
several incidents of censorship that had recently occurred in switzerland. 
he also compares censorship systems in republics and kingdoms.

 in very good condition; we locate no record of this work in WorldCat.
 ¶ Bibliographie der Schweizerischen Landeskunde, Vol. 5, p. 256.
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On Freedom

53. geiger, FranZ. Ueber die Freiheit… 16 pp. small 8vo, 
self-bound. altdorf: F.X. Z’graggen, 1831. $500.00

 a very rare pamphlet on political freedom. in the present work, he of-
fers a concise history of liberty from the time of the ancient Greeks to its 
contemporary manifestations in France and Germany.

 Fine copy; WorldCat locates no copy in north america.
 ¶ historisches lexikon der schweiz website.

54. grandMaison, thoMas auguste le roy 
de. La Petite Guerre, ou Traite du Service des Troupes legeres 
en Campagne. 6 p.l., 202 pp.; 2 p.l., [203]-417, [1] pp., one 
leaf of errata. two vols. 12mo, cont. marbled sheep (a 
little rubbed), spines gilt, red & green leather lettering 
pieces on spines. n.p.: 1756. $1350.00

 First edition of one of the earliest works to describe the tactics of partisan 
(or guerrilla) warfare. Grandmaison describes the use of light cavalry and 
infantry in a war zone. they would operate behind enemy lines to dis-
rupt communications, seize posts or villages as forward-operating bases, 
ambush convoys, impose war taxes or contributions, raid logistical stock-
piles, and compel enemy forces to disperse and protect their own base 
of operations. the combatants also employed sabotage and hit-and-run 
tactics to fight the larger and less mobile military.

 Major General de Grandmaison served in the cavalry of the Voluntiers of 
Flanders.

 Fine copy from the Wittelsbach library of the dukes and kings of Bavaria. 
there was an english edition published in 1777.

 ¶ Jähns 2712–“eine verständige arbeit, die auch selbsterlebtes wieder-
spiegelt. Friedrich ii legte Wert auf sie.”

55. graseCk (or graseCCius), georg. Fons sa-
lutis Scatebra Petrina, das ist, Gründtliche Beschreibung der 
weitberümbten Brunnquellen des Heils, des genandten, Sant 
Petersthals unnd Grießbachers Saurwassers. Als in welcher ge-
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handlet wirdt, von dessen urspringlichen Quellen: Mineralisch-
en Geystern, deren Kräffte, Unterscheid, Application… one 
double-page engraved plate depicting the town of Gries-
bach. title within ruled border & printed in red & black. 
20 p.l., 463 pp. thick 8vo, attractive antique calf-backed 
paste-paper boards (title with small hole in gutter touch-
ing border, some light browning due to the quality of the 
paper), spine gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine. 
strasbourg: J. Martin, 1607. $2500.00

 First edition of this rare balneological work; WorldCat locates no copy in 
north america. Bad Peterstal-Griesbach is a well-known spa town in the 
upper rench Valley, one of the side valleys of the rhine in the northern 
Black Forest. its iron waters have been considered therapeutic, treating 
constipation and illnesses of women, for more than 400 years.

 Graseck (fl. 1605), a medical doctor in nearby strasbourg, describes the 
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town itself and lodgings, various sources within the towns, the chemical 
makeup of the waters, their medical benefits, etc. Graseck has also print-
ed a number of attestations from other doctors regarding the efficacy of 
the waters and mud baths.

 Fine copy.

56. [haller, alBreCht Von]. Usong. Eine Morgenlän-
dische Geschichte, in vier Büchern. 6 p.l. (first leaf a blank), 
420 pp., one leaf of errata. 8vo, fine cont. polished mot-
tled calf, flat spine nicely gilt, red morocco lettering piece 
on spine. Bern: “in Verlag der neuen Buchhandlung,” 
1771. $1250.00

 First edition, and a very fine copy, printed on superior paper. in his old 
age, haller turned to fiction and wrote three philosophical romances — 
Usong (1771), Alfred (1773), and Fabius und Cato (1774) — in which he drew 
upon his political experience and expounded his ideas of government.

 in Usong, haller describes a Persian monarchy ruled benevolently by an 
enlightened despot. in this utopian novel, haller outlines the merits of 
despotism.

 a very fine copy.

57. [haller, alBreCht Von]. Briefe über die wichtigsten 
Wahrheiten der Offenbarung. 4 p.l., 223, [1] pp. 8vo, cont. 
polished mottled calf, spine nicely gilt, red morocco let-
tering piece on spine. Bern: “in Verlag der neuen Buch-
handlung,” 1772. $750.00

 First edition of one of haller’s works, written late in life as he became 
more and more conservative, defending religion against the ideas of the 
enlightenment.

 a very fine copy.

58. [haller, alBreCht Von]. Fabius und Cato, ein 
Stück der Römischen Geschichte. engraved vignette on title. 
xvi, 286 pp., one leaf of errata. 8vo, fine cont. polished 
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mottled calf, flat spine nicely gilt, red morocco lettering 
piece on spine. Bern & Göttingen: e. haller & Widow of 
Vandenhök, 1774. $1000.00

 First edition, and a very fine copy, printed on superior paper. in Fabius 
und Cato, haller describes the system of government of the roman re-
public. a utopian novel in which haller makes clear the merits of a lim-
ited monarchy.

 a very fine copy.

The Improvement of Orchards

59. hartliB, saMuel, ed. A Designe for Plentie, by an 
Universall Planting of Fruit-Trees: Tendred by some Wel-wish-
ers to the Publick. 4 p.l., 24 pp. small 4to, early 20th-cent. 
green half-calf & marbled boards by sizer, spine lettered 
in gilt. london: Printed for r. Wodenothe, [1652 or 53?]
 $3500.00

 First edition of this notable book on fruit culture, part of the growing 
movement during the Commonwealth towards the improvement of or-

no. 56–59
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chards. “the preface is by samuel hartlib who here states that the writer 
of the work was not known to him and that moreover he was unable to 
discover his name. however, it was said that he was ‘an aged minister of 
the Gospel’ of loving-land near Yarmouth, who spent his leisure over a 
period of many years in the study of fruit culture. he wrote his treatise 
as the result of the knowledge he thus acquired but died before the work 
could be published. For himself, hartlib claims nothing ‘but the content-
ment to be the publisher thereof ’.”–henrey, i, p. 169 & no. 167–“the 
British Museum’s copy in the thomason collection bears the date Feb. 
1652 [i.e., 1653] in thomason’s hand on the title-page.”

 hartlib has furnished a Preface.
 Fine copy. stamp of the rothamsted experimental station on front 

paste-down.
 ¶ Fussell, i, p. 46.

60. [herouVille de Claye, antoine de riC-
ouart, CoMte d’] & saxe, MauriCe, CoMte 
de. Memoires sur l’Infanterie, ou, Traité des Legions. three 
folding printed tables. title printed in red & black. 96 
pp. 8vo, cont. sheep (leather a little wormed), spine rich-
ly gilt, red leather lettering piece on spine. the hague: 
“aux Depens de la Compagnie,” 1753. $1350.00

 First edition. there is a lack of clarity regarding the authorship of this 
work. the probable main author is herouville de Claye (1712-82), French 
soldier who served in a number of campaigns under louis XV in Flanders 
and Germany. he eventually rose to become a lieutenant-general and in-
spector general of the infantry. he wrote several works on military tactics.

 the manuscript of the present work was found in the papers of Mau-
rice, Comte de saxe (1696-1750), marshal of France and one of the great-
est generals of his time. Before his death, Maurice revised herouville de 
Claye’s text and added a number of comments but left it in manuscript. 
the early editions bear saxe’s name on the title.

 the present book describes herouville de Claye and saxe’s plan for re-
organizing the French army along the lines of the roman legions.

 Fine copy from the Wittelsbach library of the dukes and kings of Bavaria. 
 ¶ N.B.G., 24, col. 457.
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61. horne, thoMas hartwell. An Introduction to 
the Study of Bibliography. To which is prefixed a Memoir on the 
Public Libraries of the Antients. Folding frontis., 11 plates 
(several folding), & numerous text illus. (including fac-
similes & type specimens). [iv]-xvi, 402 pp.; 1 p.l., [403]-
758, [2], clvi pp. two vols. large 8vo, cont. diced russia 
(heads of spines a tiny bit chipped), spines gilt. london: 
t. Cadell & W. Davies, 1814. $750.00

 First edition of a reference book that has remained very useful. “this is 
a very valuable work to the student of the history of printing.”–Big-
more & Wyman, i, p. 345. topics include paper, manuscripts, history and 
techniques of printing, bookbinding, the nature of rarity, classification 
systems, bibliographies, catalogues and reference books, etc.

 “horne relied largely on Peignot, but made some independent additions. 
he names (pp. 564-614) perhaps a hundred and fifty institutional cata-
logues published outside the British isles. his references to catalogues 
printed in the latter part of the eighteenth century are especially valuable. 
Few bibliographers have mentioned catalogues of russian and turkish 
libraries and few european bibliographers have cited those issued by 
harvard College (1790) and the library Company of Philadelphia (1807). 
horne’s list (pp. 614-637) of these and other foreign libraries has not been 
completely replaced by any later list.”–taylor, Book Catalogues, p. 209 & 
see pp. 16, 118, 188, 214, & 220.

 some foxing but a very good set. lacking half-titles.
 ¶ Besterman 784 & 3561.

A “Scriptural-Geologist”

62. howard, philip. The Scriptural History of the Earth and 
of Mankind, compared with the Cosmogonies, Chronologies, and 
Original Traditions of Ancient Nations; an Abstract and Review 
of Several Modern Systems… vi, [2], 602 pp., one leaf of er-
rata. 4to, fine cont. tree calf (very slightly worn at head), gilt 
borders on sides, spine gilt in compartments, red morocco 
lettering piece on spine. london: r. Faulder, 1797. $2150.00
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 First edition and a lovely copy. this book was written at a pivotal point 
in the history of geology, after the publication of hutton’s Theory of the 
Earth (1795) but before Playfair’s Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the 
Earth (1802). it was a time when no theory had been generally accepted 
and Biblical theories were still widely current. howard’s substantial book 
is a review of some current theories and the exposition of his own. the 
theories he reviews are those of Bailly, Buffon, Wallerius and hutton. 
his own theory, while based on science, is Mosaical and is intended to 
be perfectly consistent with the scriptures. howard’s theory of geology 
is one of nineteen reviewed by accum in his A System of Theoretical and 
Practical Chemistry (1807), who devotes an entire page to it.

 howard (d. 1810) was a member of the prominent roman Catholic 
howard family from Corby Castle in Yorkshire. this work grew out of 
two letters that he published in French in 1786, occasioned by a difference 
of opinion relative to the causes of the formation of mountains between 
him and his friend the Marquis de Montegny.

 Fine copy.
 ¶ roy Porter, The Making of Geology. Earth Science in Britain 1660-1815, pp. 

165 & 196–(who describes howard as a “scriptural-Geologist”).

Printed on Vellum

63. [ JayBert, léon]. Les Après-Soupers, par L’auteur de 
Trois Dizains de Contes Gaulois, Illustrations de Henriot. 
added engraved title with an additional title avant lettre 
printed in sepia, title-page in black & red, and many full-
page & text illus. (all engraved by “henriot”). 233, [4] pp., 
1 leaf of limitation, 10 pp. of publisher’s ads. 8vo, orig. 
printed vellum wrappers bound in cont. citron morocco, 
signed “Chambolle-Duru,” triple gilt fillet round sides, 
spine richly gilt, dentelles gilt, a.e.g. Paris: e. rouveyre 
& G. Blond, 1883. $3500.00

 First edition, a splendid extra-illustrated copy; one of two printed en-
tirely on vellum (from a total edition of 502). the original printed vellum 
wrappers, bound-in, have been heightened in gold and are preserved in a 
fine Chambolle-Duru binding. this work is a collection of risqué poems, 
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with caricatures executed by henri Maigrot (1857-1933), a popular illus-
trator, who frequently used the pseudonym “henriot” or “Pif.” 

 a beautiful copy. the ten-page catalogue bound in at the end is also 
printed on vellum. housed in a box.
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The Value of Provenance
64. Joullain, François Charles. Réflexions sur la 

Peinture et la Gravure, accompagnées d’une courte Dissertation sur 
le Commerce de la Curiosité, et les Ventes en général; Ouvrage utile 
aux Amateurs, aux Artistes et aux Marchands… 4 p.l., 228, [4] 
pp. small 8vo (160 x 95 mm.), cont. calf-backed marbled 
boards (head of spine a little cracked & vellum lettering 
piece a little chipped). Metz: Claude lamort, 1786. $2500.00

 First edition of an important guide to the Parisian art market, written by 
one of the leading dealers of the latter half of the 18th century. Joullain 
(ca. 1734-90), the son of a successful engraver and art dealer, organized a 
number of famous art sales such as those of the Marquis de Marigny, the 
Marquis de lassay, Gabriel huquier, and Philippe Coypel. this work is 
a comprehensive update to his Répertoire of 1783, which functioned as an 
index of illustrious provenances. the present work also includes a gen-
eral introduction to painting, engraving, and art auctions. Both books 
were groundbreaking and validating the research of provenance and its 
influence on prices. Joullain was one of the few 18th-century dealers to 
publish introspective analyses of their field and the art world.

 the first 96-pages consist of a history of painting and engraving, in which 
Joullain discusses various methods and techniques, followed by concise 
biographies of celebrated engravers, highlighting their specialities and 
the value of their work. the rest of this book describes the workings of 
the art market from the perspective of a dealer, with observations on auc-
tions, the sale of curiosities, and collecting as a passion. some comments 
are quite bitter: “the inconsistency of amateurs, wealth incompatible 
with ideas of expenditure relative to luxury, plans of speculation, blind 
and betrayed trust, tastes replaced by others, such are the causes of which 
have multiplied sales and enslaved curiosité to whims…” 

 Joullain frequently mentions the great collectors of the time, many of 
whom were his clients, and describes their cabinets of art and natural history. 
recent auction prices for paintings and engravings are cited to demonstrate 
the growing significance of provenance. Finally, there is a list of the auction 
catalogues Joullain deems the most important in their respective specialties.

 a nice copy of a pioneering work in the history of art and provenance 
research.

 ¶ Provenance: An Alternate History of Art (2012), eds. Gail Feigenbaum & 
inge reist, pp. 94-98.
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65. Justin, k.F. Von. Erster Feldzug der Kaiserlich-königli-
chen, und Königl. Preusischen, auch Hessen-Casselschen Ar-
meen wider Frankreich vom Jahr 1792. Nebst vorausgesandter 
Anzeige der Gründe, welche die Höfe von Wien und Berlin zum 
Kriege wider die französische Nation bewogen haben. 128 pp. 
small 8vo, cont. slick red-orange paper boards, covers 
decorated in gilt (now oxidized). regensburg: 1793.
 $1350.00

 First edition of this account of the first campaign, in 1792, in which the 
armies of Prussia and hesse-kassel participated against France. the be-
ginning of the work contains an explanation of the reasons which caused 
the courts of Vienna and Berlin to go to war against France.

 Fine copy with an a.l.s laid-in from the author presenting this book to 
the future king Maximilian i of Bavaria. From the Wittelsbach library of 
the dukes and kings of Bavaria. rare; no copy in the U.s. 

66. [kern, gustaV]. Kriegsgeschichte sämmtlicher im Bezirke 
des königlich bayerischen zweiten Armee Divisions-Comman-
dos befindlichen Städt, Festungen und Schlösser mit besonderer 
Rücksicht auf den ehemaligen Vertheidigungsstand und denen 
daselbst vorgefallenen Schlachten, Belagerungen und Gefechten, 
als Beitrag zur Geschichte der Vaterlandsvertheidigung. Bearbe-
itet durch den Verfasser der kriegsgeschichte von augs-
burg. 19 folding engraved plates, maps, & views (one is 
hand-colored). xvi, 236 pp., one leaf of errata; iv, [2], 190 
pp., one leaf of errata; x, 163, [1] pp. three vols. in two. 
8vo, orig. red sheep maroquiné [Vol. ii, Vol. i more “or-
angey”], sides ruled in gilt, flat spines gilt, a.e.g. nurem-
berg: J.a. stein, 1833. $2500.00

 First edition of this history of the major battles and sieges in which the 
royal Bavarian second army Corps took a role. they include those at 
Cham, Donauwörth, ingolstadt, lauingen, Memmingen, neuburg, 
nördlingen, regensburg, straubing, and Wülzburg.
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 the handsomely engraved plates depict plans and maps of cities and re-
gions. the battles range from the 16th century up through the napole-
onic period.

 Fine set from the Wittelsbach library of the dukes and kings of Bavaria. 
laid-in is a letter from the author, dated 7 February 1834, presenting this 
set to the Duke of Bavaria. WorldCat locates no copy in the U.s.

67. kleMM, gustaV FriedriCh. Zur Geschichte der 
Sammlungen für Wissenschaft und Kunst in Deutschland. vi, 
328 pp. 8vo, cont. half-sheep & marbled boards, flat spine 
gilt, green leather lettering piece on spine. Zerbst: G.a. 
kummer, 1837. $1750.00

 First edition of this valuable, detailed, and surprisingly scarce history of 
Church, public, and private collections of art, books, manuscripts, and 
natural history specimens (wunderkammern) in Germany from the medi-
eval period to the present date. klemm (1802-67), anthropologist and li-
brarian of the royal library of saxony, was also inspector of the royal 
collections of porcelain, and a member of many cultural organizations 
throughout Germany. according to the Encycl. Britannica, klemm devel-
oped the concept of “culture.” Following his death, the British Museum 
purchased his large collection of central european prehistoric antiquities.

 in this work, klemm considers churches as the museums of the Middle 
ages. as one might expect, the book is rich in bibliographic details. this 
work was one of the standard 19th-century guides to the subject.

 Fine and handsome copy.

68. [laire, François xaVier]. Serie dell’ Edizioni Al-
dine per Ordine Cronologico ed Alfabetico. Terza Edizione con 
Emendazioni e Giunte. one folding printed table. vi, 84, 
195 pp., one leaf of colophon. 8vo, cont. blue paste-paper 
boards (a bit worn), uncut. Firenze: G. Molini, 1803.
 $1250.00

 Fourth (in spite of the title-page) and final edition and rather scarce. 
“the opening sentence of the preface in the first three editions of this 
work makes it clear that ‘this is not a catalogue of books printed by the 
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aldine Press, but a collection intended to lead to a more complete and 
disciplined study.’ the list of aldine imprints is based on the collection 
of Cardinal Étienne-Charles de loménie de Brienne (1727-1794), whose 
librarian François Xavier laire (1738-1799) is the anonymous, attributed 
author, or compiler, of the work. the author kindly asks readers for cor-
rections, particularly as they related to items that are included incorrectly 
as aldine imprints, or are overlooked and should be added. such notices 
are to be sent to abbot antonio Cesare Burgassi, who, for this reason, is 
often assigned the authorship of the work…the third edition of 1791 
and the fourth of 1803 incorporate additional information, ostensibly 
provided to abbot Burgassi by correspondents.”–Clemons & Fletcher, 
Aldus Manutius, 137.

 Fine copy, with the bookplate of tammaro de Marinis (1878-1969), nea-
politan bookseller, book collector, and binding scholar.

 ¶ Bigmore & Wyman, i, p. 416. see Breslauer & Folter, Bibliography, 115.

69. lang, karl heinriCh, ritter Von. Geschichte 
der Jesuiten in Baiern. vi, 218 pp. 8vo, cont. marbled half-
sheep & marbled boards (title & final leaf rather foxed), 
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flat spine gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine, arms 
in gilt on upper cover of Max, Graf von Preysing-lich-
tenegg-Moos (1810-81). nuremberg: riegel & Wiessner, 
1819. $1350.00

 First edition of this detailed history of the Jesuits in Bavaria. lang (1764-
1835), was a Bavarian government official, the archivist of Munich, and 
the author of many histories of Bavaria. the Jesuits in Bavaria exerted 
considerable influence in the region due to their enormous wealth; they 
were suppressed in 1773.

 apart from the foxing, a fine copy. Bookplate of Philipp Pfister, secre-
tary to king ludwig ii. rare.

70. MarÍn CuBillos, luCas. Representación dirigida al 
Rey…en defensa de las Pesquerias de Barcas y parejas, con Artes 
al Bou… 282 pp., 1 leaf of errata. 8vo, cont. red morocco 
(lettering-piece on spine largely flaked away), gilt border 
round sides, flat spine gilt, a.e.g. Madrid: t. alban, 1806.
 $850.00

 First edition of a rare work that proposes improvements to the fishing 
practices of andalucia. Marín Cubillos, director of a school for orphans 
and a censor, compares fishing practices in this region with the systems of 
other areas in spain, england, and africa. he also discusses the legal ques-
tions of fishing outside of local waters. there are notes on catching many 
types of seafood, including oysters, porgy, snapper, corvina, anchovies, 
salmon, etc. the author concludes with his opinions on the importance 
of the fishing industry to spain’s economy.

 a fine and fresh copy. old spanish Jesuit stamp on title.
 ¶ Palau 152014.

The Largest Print Collection Ever Formed Up to that Time
“The Father of Print Collecting”

71. (Marolles, MiChel de). Catalogue de Livres 
d’Estampes et des Figures en Taille douce. Avec un dénombre-
ment des pieces qui y sont contenuës. Fait à Paris en l’annee 1666. 
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Woodcut vignette on title. 167 (i.e. 157), [15] pp. 8vo, fine 
red morocco of about 1760, triple gilt fillets round sides, 
tiny gilt stars at each corner, flat spine richly gilt “á la gro-
tesque,” green morocco lettering piece on spine, blue pa-
per endpapers, a.e.g. Paris: F. leonard, 1666. $12,500.00

 First edition of the catalogue of the first of two print collections formed 
by Marolles (1600-81), abbot of Villeloin and man of letters. he began 
acquiring prints in 1626 and by 1644, his collecting activities governed his 
life. at that time there was little competition, and Marolles bought sev-
eral important collections en bloc, including those of Delorme, Maugis, 
kerver, Petau, la reynie, and others. his first collection amounted to 
123,400 separate prints by more than 6000 print makers, mounted in 400 
large volumes and 141 smaller ones. it was acquired in the name of the 
king by Colbert in 1667 for 28,000 livres. this was the largest and finest 
collection ever formed up to that time and is today the foundation of the 
Bibliothèque nationale’s Department of Prints.

 Marolles assembled “the first print collection on the grand scale…
[and]…was among the first of the private collectors in history to sacri-
fice his life and fortune to his passion. he may truly be called the ‘Father 
of Print Collecting’…by the very scope of his activity, and his interest 
in separating his many thousands of pieces of paper into artist schools, 
Marolles lifted the printed picture from a by-path of typography to be-
ing one of the major prizes of the born collector.”–taylor, The Taste of 
Angels: A History of Art Collecting.

 Fine copy, handsomely bound. stamp on title of the abbey of st. Ger-
main de Près. Cipher “hDD” on title (lugt 739). this is the stamp of 
Pierre Defer (1798-1870), expert to king louis Philippe, and his neph-
ew henri Dumesnil (1823-98), who inherited Defer’s collection. Defer 
formed an important private collection of prints and drawings in the first 
half of the 19th century. he devoted much of his life to the study of 
prints and drawings and is best remembered for his unfinished Catalogue 
général des Ventes Publiques de Tableaux et d’estampes.

 ¶ Besterman, Old Art Books, pp. 71-72. Brunet, iii, 1443–“Ces deux pe-
tits catalogues ne sont communs ni l’un ni l’autre.” lugt, Marques, pp. 
339-40–“l’abbé Michel de Marolles est un des plus remarquables ama-
teurs d’estampes de l’histoire. la richesses de son cabinet était fabuleuse.”
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72. (Marolles, MiChel de). Catalogue de Livres d’Estampes 
et de Figures en Taille-douce. Avec un denombrement des Pieces qui 
y sont contenuës. Fait à Paris en l’annee 1672. Woodcut illus. 
of artists’ marks on many leaves. 72 pp. 12mo, early 18th-
cent. morocco (about 1740), triple gilt fillet round sides, flat 
spine gilt, contrasting morocco lettering piece on spine, 
a.e.g. Paris: J. langlois, 1672. $10,000.00

 the catalogue of the second print collection formed by Marolles. the 
second collection includes illustrated books and is as important as the 
first. it describes the 100,848 prints and 10,576 drawings Marolles pur-
chased and organized in the six years following the sale of his first col-
lection. the contents of this second collection were dispersed. the cata-
logue contains a series of 163 reproductions of marks of artists on pages 
29-43. this book is very probably the first printed work in which the 
monograms of artists are systematically reproduced.
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Fine and large copy. the second catalogue is rather scarcer than the first. 
armorial bookplate of louis de la Forets, Comte d’armaillé and another. 
signature of l. Potier. this is surely antoine-laurent Potier (1806-81), 
one of the greatest Parisian booksellers of the 19th century. he started 
his career in 1831 and retired in 1872. he formed a large and important 
private collection, sold 1870-82, which was rich in bibliography.
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73. Martir Coll y alsina, pedro. Norma en que se 
presentan varias Fórmulas de Contratas de Fletamentos, Cono-
cimientos, Polizas de Seguros, Letras de Cambio, Patronías de 
buque, Facturas, Libros de Cuentas, Balances, Contrata de 
Companía, Cartas, &c. Que para govierno de un hijo suyo joven 
comerciante compuso… 6 p.l., iv, 120, [4] pp. small 4to (205 
x 145 mm.), cont. vellum over boards. Barcelona: Com-
pañía de Jordi, roca, y Gaspár, 1803. $1500.00

 First edition, and very rare, of a practical treatise on successful business 
practices. Coll y alsina (active early 19th cent.), a businessman in the 
Maresme region near Barcelona, dedicates this work to his son and ad-
dresses him throughout the text. the author advises him on all the steps 
in the formation and running of a business, by presenting templates for 
the founding charter, appointment of directors, establishment of bylaws, 
the purchase of land, insurance, etc. each section is followed with notes 
for further clarification.

 other parts concern many forms of contracts, maritime trade, currency 
exchange, receipts and invoices (with models provided), proper account-
ing, inventory control, and the composition of business letters “with 
quality and dignity.” there are numerous mentions of commodities 
from spain’s colonies in the americas, especially Mexico.

 a fine copy; WorldCat locates only one copy in the United states.
 ¶ Palau 57479.

A Most Varied Sammelband

74. MenZ, Balthasar, the younger (not the 
elder). Itinera Sex a diversis Saxoniæ Ducibus et Electo-
ribus, diversis temporibus in Italiam omnia, tria etiam in Pa-
laestinam…facta, vna cum brevi Narratione, quæ ibi relatu 
digna viderint, & quæ inde domum secum reportarint. Additis 
iis, quæ etiamnum Hierosolymis præsertim, Romæ & Witten-
bergæ ab advenis observari maxime merentur. Woodcut port. 
of the author on verso of title & several woodcuts in the 
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text. title within typographical border. 12 p.l. (last leaf 
a blank), 348, [4] pp. small thick 8vo, cont. vellum over 
boards, stamped in blind on upper cover “M n h l” & 
“1613.” Wittenberg: W. Meisner at the expense of C. 
Berger, [date of Foreword “1612“].

 [bound with]:

 Matenesius, Johann FriedriCh. Critices Christi-
anae Libri Duo de Ritu Bibendi super Sanitate, Pontificum, Caesarum, Princi-
pum, Ducum, Magnatum Amicorum, Amicarum, &c.… Woodcut printer’s 
vignette on title. 8 p.l., 189 pp., one blank leaf. small 8vo (tear to first 
leaf of text in blank portion of gutter, lacking folding plate as is often the 
case). Cologne: C. Butgen, 1611.

 [bound with]:

 —. De Luxu et Abusu Vestium nostri temporis, Discursus quadraginta ex 
Sacrarum Scripturarum, grauissimorumque Auctorum fontibus deducti. Wood-
cut printer’s vignette on title. 6 p.l., 120 (i.e. 121), one blank leaf. small 
8vo. Cologne: J. Crith, 1612.

 [bound with]:

 Vida, MarCo girolaMo. Schachia…Ludus ingenii, virtutis 
et honestae voluptatis…in quibus de eius Usu, Origine, et Autore, nec non latrun-
culis…agitur: adeo ut omni difficultate…obscuritate & ambiguitate sublata…op-
era & studio lucae Wielii ligio-silesii. small woodcut printer’s vignette 
on title & one large folding sheet with two plates, one of letterpress & 
another of a chessboard. 39 unnumbered leaves. small 8vo. strasbourg: 
P. ledertz, [from a chronogram on title: “1604“]. $12,500.00

 a wonderful sammelband, containing four very interesting books.
 i. First edition of a rare book. WorldCat wrongly attributes this to 

Balthasar Menz the elder (1500-85); it was written by his son, also 
Balthasar (1537-1617), historian and dean of the University of Witten-
berg, who specialized in writing about the saxon nobility. 

 this is an account of several saxon dukes and princes — including albre-
cht iii (1443-1500), ernst (1441-86), Friedrich iii the Wise (1463-1525), 
heinrich iV the Pious (1473-1541), and Johann Georg i, elector of sax-
ony (1585-1656) — and their tours of Palestine and rome. Menz has pro-
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vided detailed descriptions of Jerusalem and rome, as recorded by the 
saxon noblemen in their diaries.

 ii & iii. First editions. Matenesius (d. 1621), was professor of history and 
Greek at the University of Cologne. 
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 the first work is on alcohol, its uses in various religions, and therapeutic 
values. “a catalogue of the greatest drinkers known to the author.”–si-
mon, Bibliotheca Gastronomica, 1024. like most copies, ours lacks the fold-
ing woodcut (“Catechismus M. luther”).

 the second work, which is rare, is concerned with the nature of luxury 
and its abuses, especially regarding the wardrobes of the wealthy and 
ecclesiastics.

 iV. a valuable edition, edited by lucas Wielius, of Vida’s Scacchia ludus, 
one of the most popular works on chess ever written. Vida (1485-1566), 
first published this work in 1525 and it was widely reprinted and trans-
lated for 300 years afterward. the chief historical interest of the work lies 
in its influence upon the names of pieces: the use of “castle” for rook still 
survives.

 Fine copies.

75. (MexiCo City & CoMMerCe). Ordenanzas de la fiel 
Executoria formadas para su Gobierno por la muy Noble, y muy 
Leal Imperial Ciudad de Mexico: en el año de mil setecientos y 
veinte y ocho: confirmadas por Real Cedula de seis de Mayo de mil 
setecientos veinte y quatro: reimpressas con licencia, en el de mil 
setecientos cincuenta y cinco. one large folding printed chart 
(533 x 368 mm.). title within typographical border. 1 p.l., 
62 pp. small folio (290 x 180 mm.), modern boards, label 
on spine. [Mexico City]: from the folding chart: “Viuda 
de D. Joseph Bernardo de hogal,” 1755. $7500.00

 First and only edition printed in Mexico of these important ordinances 
governing manufacturing, trade, and the production and commerce of 
food within Mexico City. this copy is complete with the extremely un-
common folding chart detailing bread costs and prices. these 117 stat-
utes touch upon many aspects of daily life, including the large-scale pro-
duction of bread; quality controls on bread; animal husbandry and the 
production of meat and vegetables; hygienic standards for purveyors of 
foods of all kinds; the sale of confectioneries on the street; regulations 
for tanners, knife grinders, and tradesmen in textiles, soap, and liquor; 
provisions on the handling of fireworks, etc., etc. a number of sections 
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are concerned with the status of inhabitants who were mixed race, black, 
native spanish, or enslaved.

 this fascinating document is a reprint of an earlier set of regulations 
issued in Madrid in 1728. eighteenth-century Mexico City was a vital 
trading center for the spanish empire in the americas. the city was ra-
cially diverse and, based on a census conducted in 1753, there were about 
70,000 inhabitants. however, the city was prone to epidemics and floods, 
rife with social inequality, and regularly suffered from food shortages. 
the regulations laid forth in the present document were an attempt by 
the spanish crown to improve conditions for the poor and combat recur-
rent famine and disease.

 “indeed, race as well as gender came to define culinary and social status 
in new spain, even as mestizaje spread through society. rebecca earle has 
described the importance of food in differentiating spaniards from in-
dians, not only in maintaining social hierarchies but in a corporeal sense 
as well. Colonists feared that their bodies would degenerate in the insa-
lubrious new World environment, and they sought out wheat bread, 
wine, and meat to preserve their health. Urban artisans such as bakers 
and butchers therefore became important arbiters of colonial status, 
despite their low personal standing. in 18th-century Mexico City, the 
finest wheat bread was reserved for the colonial elite. large commercial 
bakeries used lower quality wheat, maize, and other flours to produce 
coarse bread for the mixed-race castes. at the bottom of this hierarchy 
were indians and the poorest plebeians living in slums around the city 
center, who consumed corn tortillas.”–Jeffrey M. Pilcher, “taste, smell, 
and Flavor in Mexico,” in Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Latin American 
History (March 2016), accessed online.

 the large folding chart records bread prices in ounces, chronicling in 
hundreds of entries, associated costs and profitability by distance from 
the point of production (measured by intermediate trading posts). at the 
bottom of this chart are three advertencias concerning domestic seeds op-
timal for wheat production, instructions for producing bread, and the 
amount of flour dough used by Mexico in a year (“three million arrobas”). 
We also learn here the imprint of this document (see above).

 Fine copy of a very interesting document on commercial policies of 
18th-century colonial Mexico. the chart has been expertly mended on 
the verso along the center fold, with no loss of text. one gathering some-
what browned. 
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¶ not in Palau, Goldsmiths, Medina, or sabin. Palau 203060 refers to the 
1728 Madrid edition.
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76. Millin, auBin louis. Dictionnaire des Beaux-Arts. 
three vols. large & thick 8vo, orig. paste–paper wrap-
pers, orig. printed paper labels on spines, uncut. Paris: 
Crapelet, 1806. $950.00

 First edition and a lovely fresh set in original state. Millin (1759-1818), 
a celebrated antiquary and prodigious author, was appointed keeper of 
antiquities and medals at the Bibliothèque nationale in 1795. 

 Dissatisfied with the state of comprehensive reference books on the fine 
arts, Millin set out to improve upon the earlier works of lacombe, sul-
zer, and Watelet (whom he criticizes in the preface). this work is incred-
ibly wide-ranging with tens of thousands of entries, covering not just 
art but archeology, music, dance, architecture, art history, restoration, 
technical terms, opera, etc., etc. Millin was bibliographically oriented; 
many references are provided.

 nice set. label of Vol. i a little defective.
 ¶ N.B.G., Vol. 35, cols. 537-41.

77. Moretti, toMaso. A General Treatise of Artillery: 
or, Great Ordnance writ in Italian by Tomaso Moretti of Bres-
cia Ingenier first to the Emperour, and now to the most Serene 
Republick of Venice. Translated into English, with Notes there-
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upon, and some Additions out of French for Sea-Gunners. By Sir 
Jonas Moore, Kt. With an Appendix of Artificial Fire-works for 
War and Delight; by Sir Abraham Dager Kt. Ingenier. Wood-
cut frontis., seven folding woodcut plates, & one folding 
printed table (detached). 6 p.l. (incl. frontis.), 124 pp. 8vo, 
fine 18th-cent. mottled calf, flat spine gilt, red morocco 
lettering piece on spine. london: Printed by a.G. and 
J.P. for obadiah Blagrave, 1683. $3500.00

 second edition in english, enlarged (1st ed. in english: 1673) of Moretti’s 
Trattato dell’Artigliera (Venice: 1665). the makeup of our edition is com-
plicated — just look at the bibliographical head scratching which takes 
place in the estC entry — and there is tremendous variation in copies. 
our copy lacks the two preliminary leaves with dedication to George 
Wharton and two final advertisement leaves (none of the three Maccles-
field copies had the leaves of ads and each had a different collation).

 this text was translated by the son of Jonas Moore (1617-79), mathemati-
cian and patron of astronomy, who supported John Flamsteed and helped 
finance the foundation, construction, and equipping of the observatory 
at Greenwich. Jonas Moore Jr. has made a number of additions and abra-
ham Dager’s appendix appears here for the first time. Dager sought to 
apply principles used in firework displays to defensive warfare.
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Fine copy from the Macclesfield library with the south library book-
plate and embossed stamp.

 ¶ Philip, A Bibliography of Firework Books, p. 99.

The Suppression of the Jesuits in Portugal

78. Murr, Christoph gottlieB Von. Geschichte 
der Jesuiten in Portugal, unter der Staatsverwaltung des Mar-
quis von Pombal. Aus Handschriften und sichern Nachrichten 
herausgegeben, und mit Anmerkungen begleitet… two fold-
ing engraved floor plans. xl, 303 pp.; 1 p.l., 304 pp., one 
leaf of errata. two vols. 8vo, cont. marbled sheep, spines 
richly gilt, red & green leather lettering pieces on spines. 
nuremberg: Felssecker, 1787-88. $1950.00

 First edition of this valuable history of the suppression of the Jesuits in 
Portugal, based on original documents. the suppression was overseen by 
the Marquis of Pombal; Murr gives here a highly detailed chronological 
account, year-by-year, from 1750 through 1761. in Vol. ii Murr provides 
a list of all the foreign missions of the Portuguese Jesuits, including an-
gola, india, Japan, Cambodia, China, Brazil, etc.

 Murr (1733-1811), a resident of nuremberg, was a scholar with wide in-
terests. he edited several intellectual journals, published on libraries and 
art museums, etc.

 a very fine and pretty set from the library of the dukes of Bavaria.

79. Murr, Christoph gottlieB Von. Merkwür-
digkeiten der fürstbischöflichen Residenzstadt Bamberg. two 
folding printed plates. 4 p.l., 292, [4] pp. 8vo, cont. mar-
bled boards, contrasting leather lettering piece on spine. 
nuremberg: Grattenauer, 1799. $1950.00

 First edition of a scarce book. this is a detailed account of the city of 
Bamberg. Murr provides a history of the city, a description of the seal of 
the city and coins issued, the governmental structure with the names of 
current officials, full descriptions of the churches and monasteries with 
histories, details on educational and health facilities, a list of the artists 
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working there, a description of the chief private collectors of the city, 
and descriptions with transcriptions of certain manuscripts relating to 
Bamberg history.

 some foxing but a nice copy from the library of the dukes and kings of 
Bavaria.

The “Red Decree”

80. Murr, Christoph gottlieB Von, ed. Lit-
terae Patentes Imperatoris Sinarum Kang-Hi. Sinice et Latine. 
Cum interpretatione r.P. ignatii koegleri, s.J.…ex ar-
chetypo sinensi edidit additis notitiis sinicis Christopho-
rus theophilus de Murr. three text leaves with Chinese 
characters, final conjugate leaf a full-page woodcut with 
about 65 Chinese characters, & a large folding engraved 
plate printing in Chinese characters the kangxi emperor’s 
edict of 1716. 58, [1] pp. large 4to, orig. decorative wrap-
pers, uncut. nuremberg & altdorf: Monath & kussler, 
1802. $6000.00

 First and only edition of an extremely uncommon book. this work is, 
in large part, concerned with the Chinese rites Controversy and the fa-
mous “red Decree.” the Jesuit missionaries who came to China in the 
late 16th century tried to accommodate their message as much as possible 
to the customs of the literati classes which they had identified as the most 
susceptible for conversion. this included the toleration of certain prac-
tices, such as ritual sacrifices to ancestors, which might be construed as 
incompatible with Catholic teaching.

 the urbane manners, linguistic skills and scientific accomplishments of 
the Jesuits won them the confidence and admiration of the highest circles 
of society, including the emperor himself, but also the enmity and jeal-
ousy of rival Catholic orders, giving rise to the so-called “rites Contro-
versy.”

 in 1704 Pope Clement Xi forbade a number of practices permitted by the 
Jesuits, including “ancestor worship” and sent a Papal legate to explain 
the matter to the kangxi emperor in person. the emperor was confused 
and annoyed by what he perceived as attempts to interfere with the inter-
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nal affairs of China. in 1706 he sent Fathers Barros and Beauvollier, Jesuits 
resident at his court, back to europe in order to obtain clarification. they 
perished at sea. two years later he sent two more Jesuits, Fathers Provana 
and arxo on a similar mission. they both died before they could return 
to China. in 1716, since nothing more had been heard of his envoys, the 
emperor decided to send an open letter, the so-called “red Decree,” to 
be given to foreign merchants returning to europe, enquiring about their 
fate. in the letter, the emperor stated that he will not give credence to any 
documents regarding the rites Controversy until his envoys return.

 the letter was composed by the emperor himself and was in Manchu (the 
official dynastic language), Chinese and latin. the style of the Chinese 
text is colloquial, unusual in an official document, perhaps so it would be 
more intelligible to foreigners.

 Murr found the papers of ignaz kögler (1680-1746), the German Jesuit 
who had worked in the imperial observatory in Beijing from 1717, in 
the Jesuit college of Bamberg and decided to publish his latin translation 
of the “red Decree” together with other material relating to the Jesuits 
in China. the “red Decree” is reproduced in Chinese on the large fold-
ing engraved plate (“indicium Mandarinorum de quatuor Missionariis e 
soc. Jesu. iussu imperatoris kanz-hi, 31 oct. 1716”). For every character 
he gives a translation and explanation based on the texts left by kögler 
(pp. 11-21). there follows the latin text of the edict (pp. 21-22) with 
explanations, followed in turn by various miscellanea about the state of 
affairs in the Jesuit mission 1766-1800 (pp. 26-28) and about kögler and 
his astronomical observations and publications (pp. 28-32). there follows 
eight pages which contain a list of Jesuit publications of a mathematical, 
astronomical, scientific, and philosophical nature printed in China. Pages 
41-55 contain “notitiae sinicae.” on pp. 56-58 there is a transcription 
of the list of Chinese quadrupeds arranged according to the linnaean 
method with a letter from linnaeus to Murr dated 22 March 1776. the 
list in Chinese characters numbered 1 to 42 is found on p. 59.

 Fine fresh copy.
 ¶ Cordier, Sinica, col. 638. löwendahl 718.
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“One of the Best and Most Complete Presentations”

81. [Murray, John]. A Comparative View of the Hutto-
nian and Neptunian Systems of Geology: in Answer to the Il-
lustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the Earth, by Professor 
Playfair. 2 p.l., [iii]-v, 256 pp. 8vo, cont. half-calf (spine 
nicely rebacked with the orig. spine laid-down), recent 
red morocco lettering piece on spine. edinburgh: Printed 
for ross and Blackwood…and t.n. longman, and o. 
rees, 1802. $2000.00

 First edition; this valuable book explores one of the major geological 
controversies of the period and illustrates the main contemporary criti-
cisms of hutton’s work. it is “one of the best and most complete presen-
tations of it…and sets forth very impartially the explanations put for-
ward by the advocates of each of these theories.”–adams, The Birth and 
Development of the Geological Sciences, p. 227.

 this is Murray’s critical response to John Playfair’s Illustrations of the Hut-
tonian Theory of the Earth, also published in edinburgh, earlier in the same 
year. Using much of the same geological evidence as Playfair, Murray 
objectively analyzes the theories’ claims through rock and fossil forma-
tions and concludes in support of the Wernerian theory. 

 Murray (1778–1820), chemist and public lecturer, was also a writer of 
“celebrated textbooks” (oDnB) on chemistry and materia medica. after 
attending the University of edinburgh, he became a popular freelance 
lecturer on chemistry, mineralogy, geology, and pharmacology.

 nice copy.
 ¶ ashworth & Bradley, linda hall library, Theories of the Earth 1644-1830, 

42–French ed. of 1815.

Péret in Life & Death

82. peret, BenJaMin. a collection of the personal effects 
of the celebrated poet who was one of the founding mem-
bers of French surrealism, including his leather agenda, 
Bibliothèque nationale reader’s card, military mobilization 
iD card, etc., as well as the notarized inventory of his be-
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longings at the time of his death (books, artworks, ceram-
ics, etc.) and typewritten correspondence between those 
responsible for his estate and its disposition. $9500.00

 i. a collection of items which provides intimate details into Péret’s peri-
patetic life (1899-1959):

 a. Péret’s leather agenda (135 x 90 mm.): organized with alphabetical 
dividers and replete with the addresses and contact information for his 
friends and surrealist collaborators in Paris, south america, and the 
United states, written in pen and pencil, including Victor Brauner, Man-
uel alvarado, Berta de Battini, andré Breton, robert Benayoun, Geyser 
Péret (his son and crossed out), roger Blin, enrico Donati, adrien Dax, 
Georges Duthuit, Max ernst, eugenio Granell, robert lebel, Wilfredo 
lam, Pierre Matisse, Jehan Mayoux, Dwight Macdonald, Pablo Picasso, 
Wolfgang Paalen, alfonso reyes ochoa, Man ray, Maximilien rubel, 
ione robinson, kurt seligmann, toyen, Frank smith, etc., etc. 

 tucked in the pockets of the agenda are a number of business cards — 
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louis Pauwels, Miguel G. Vivancos, Pierre Daura, etc. — and scraps of 
paper Péret used to record addresses and notes. there are two envelopes 
containing the business cards of isy Pront, a directeur technique at Para-
mount, on which Pront has written short letters of introduction on be-
half of Péret addressed to “Monsieur rozenberg” and “Monsieur Wil-
lemetz.”  also found in the agenda are portrait photographs of Péret, 
his son, Geyser, and an unidentified woman. Geyser has sent one of the 
pictures of himself and the reverse is dated “rio 16-9-49” and reads “to 
Benjamin, from Gey. / P.s. i hope some day soon we can meet. Gey.”

 b. Péret’s Bibliothèque nationale reader’s card issued in 1932 with a headshot 
pasted on and signed by Péret. Under profession he has written: “hom-
me de lettres licenciées-lettres.”

 c. Péret’s Livret de correcteur, issued in 1936, recognizing him as a profes-
sional copy-editor in Paris. [With]: booklet of rules and regulations for 
the union of correcteurs.

 d. Péret’s mobilization booklet from 1917 assigning him to the 4th reg-
iment of cuirrassiers stationed in Paris. With notes on his service and 
physical information. [laid-in]: his Fascicule de Mobilisation issued on 15th 
april, 1935.

 e. Manuscript paper sheet with additional addresses of those in Péret’s 
circle, such as robert amadou, rené alleau, Ferdinand alquié, Maurice 
Blanchard, robert Caby, Jean Degottex, lise Deharme, Julien Gracq, 
robert lebel, robert Mallet, Wolfgang Paalen, Francis Ponge, etc.

 ii. Documents related to Péret’s death and his belongings (presented 
chronologically).

 a. a sequence of eight typewritten signed letters from robert lebel to 
Jean louis Bédouin on letterhead of the “association des amis de Ben-
jamin Péret.” Founded in May 1963, lebel is indicated as Président of the 
organization and Bédouin as Secrétaire Général.
–15th october 1965 – lebel regrets missing Bédouin’s trip to Paris but 

looks forward to seeing him at the end of the month. lebel mentions 
that andré Breton has donated 3,360 francs to the association

 –3rd February 1966 – lebel discusses their collaboration on a history 
of surrealism.

–7th February 1966 – lebel asks Bédouin to postpone this work after 
receiving a warning from his editor.
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–17th February 1966 – lebel thanks Bédouin for his letter received on the 
10th and informs him that his editor has said it is ok to proceed with 
the history of surrealism. lebel provides answers to questions sent by 
Bédouin about the presentation of their chronology of surrealism and 
lebel’s perspective on events. he also mentions that he has seen Vin-
cent Bounoure, Breton, with whom he spoke about his book and who 
seems tired but “plus brillant et plus lucide que jamais,” and Brauner, 
who is in poor health.

–31st March 1966 – lebel has just returned from the United states and 
offers to have a look at what Bédouin has written so far. he mentions 
that he went to see eric losfeld about Bounoure’s next book and that 
it seems to be in limbo. lebel adds that his son Jean Jacques has just 
published a book on happenings and that one will take place at the 
théâtre de la Chimère, 42, rue Fontaine.

–13th June 1966 – lebel reports that there is little progress on the publica-
tion of Péret’s writings and adds that losfeld must move his bookshop. 
he hopes that Bédouin can send him the end of his chronology for 
review.

–28th June 1966 – lebel thanks Bédouin for the two letters and the rest of 
the surrealist chronology. he is also confident that Bédouin can make 
the chronology more than a simple list of events and people.

–16th July 1966 – lebel states that they are nearing the end of writing the 
chronology. he provides Bédouin with some feedback.

b. a typewritten letter dated 6th March, 1967 from Jean louis [Bédouin] 
to elisa [Breton] regarding Péret’s death and his belongings. Bédouin in-
forms her that at the time of Péret’s death: Péret was staying with him 
and only lived in a single room; owned close to nothing besides books 
and a few pieces of art; and was unable to pay his hospital bills. he de-
scribes the journey of Péret’s things and offers the latest information on 
their locations. he also mentions that, with Jean schuster, he composed 
a detailed list of objects, which he then gave to elisa’s husband, andré 
(who died 28th september, 1966). Bédouin states that the list of Péret’s 
books only exists in a single manuscript copy and that it must be among 
andré’s effects. he advises elisa to ignore Geyser’s immoderate requests 
for “souvenirs” of his father.

 c. a typewritten inventory entitled “inventaire des Meubles, livres et 
tableaux ayant appartenu à Benjamin Péret, fait avec J. P. lasalle, muni 
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de la procuration de M. andré Breton,” 11 leaves, typescript on rectos 
only, a few manuscript annotations. the majority of this inventory con-
sists of Péret’s library, including books by Baudelaire, rimbaud, May-
oux, toyen, Jarry, kafka, Georges Bataille, Gracq, louys, Gautier, Crev-
el, lenin, Breton, Pauwels, Freud, de Chirico, Mallarmé, Joyce Mansour, 
arp, Borgès, Benayoun, Césaire, Masson, trotsky, Prévert, Maurice 
Blanchot, eluard, lévi-strauss, etc., etc. also listed are several exhibition 
catalogues, surrealist periodicals, such as Médium, Bief, and konkretion, 
political broadsides (many concerning “le problème algérien”) and sev-
eral spanish dictionaries.

 d. a folder from the law firm of Dominique Destrem with date “17 juillet 
1968“ with a notarized document concluding the disposition of Péret’s 
belongings and leaving them to his son, Geyser, living in sao Paulo.

 all in a fine state of preservation.

83. person, Christian. Kurtzer Bericht, von der Natur 
und eigenschafft des Röchlitzer Steinmarcks, und wie dasselbe zu 
der Artzney nützlich zu gebrauchen, Beschrieben und an tag ge-
ben… Woodcut of saxon coat-of-arms on verso of title. 
24 unnumbered leaves (final two leaves blank). small 8vo, 
attractive antique calf-backed paste-paper boards, spine 
gilt, red morocco lettering piece on spine. Wittenberg: 
G. Müller for P. hellwichs, 1596. $3500.00

 First edition of a most interesting book in which Person, the longtime 
city doctor of rochlitz, gives a scientific description of the local stone 
— rochlitzer porphyry — which has been mined on the rochlitzer 
Berg for many centuries and used for building (bricks, facades, and tiles) 
and sculptures but also as a constituent of many medicines. Person de-
scribes numerous recipes using the stone to cure colic, leprosy, syphi-
lis, dysentery, diseases of the blood and lungs, bloody noses, fevers, and 
the plague. rochlitzer porphyry could also be pulverized and made into 
casts for broken limbs.

 Fine large copy. WorldCat locates no copy in north america.
 ¶hirsch, iV, p. 563.
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84. perthes & Besser, puBlishers & Booksell-
ers. Verzeichniss der in den letzten vier Jahren in England und 
Frankreich erschienenen vorzüglichsten Bücher. 152 pp. 8vo, 
orig. pink printed wrappers bound in attractive modern 
marbled wrappers. [From the upper wrapper]: “Perthes 
& Besser Buchhandlung hamburg 1816.” $1500.00

 Following a nine-year apprenticeship, Friedrich Christoph Perthes 
(1772-1843), established his own book business in 1796. two years later, 
he entered into a partnership with his brother-in-law, Johann heinrich 
Besser (1775-1826). they soon became one of the leading publishing and 
bookselling firms of northern Germany. During the napoleonic period, 
Perthes experienced many difficulties caused by his public resistance to 
French influences and was forced to leave hamburg.

 this remarkable priced catalogue lists about 3000 books published in 
Britain and France from 1812 to 1816; it is quite incredible to imagine 
the quality and range of the stock of foreign books held by Perthes & 
Besser. Pages 1-77 list the British books; pages 81-149 the French books, 
and pages 150-52 list about 60 books published in north america, includ-
ing lewis and Clark’s recently issued History. Perthes & Besser also sold 
British scholarly journals.

 rare; WorldCat lists one copy in north america.

Freedom of Speech

85. pFyFFer Von altishoFen, kasiMir. Ueber 
Pressfreyheit und Publizität. Eine Rede in Beziehung auf die 
bevorstehenden Berhandlungen der Eidgenössischen Tagsatzung 
gehalten im Grossen Rathe des Kantons Luzern, den 28. Brach-
monat 1828… 28 pp. small 8vo, self-bound. luzern: J. M. 
anich, 1828. $350.00

 First edition of this rare speech by Pfyffer (1794-1875), swiss jurist and 
politician, who served as president of the swiss national Council and 
mayor of lucerne. he was a prominent figure within the lucerne liber-
als, which transformed swiss politics in the early 19th century. the pres-
ent speech discusses the role of the press and free speech in switzerland 
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and was given in advance of negotiations within switzerland’s Federal 
Diet.

 Fine copy of a work for which WorldCat locates no copy in north 
america.

Pirckheimer’s Encomium to the Gout

86. [pirCkheiMer, williBald]. Action oder Anklag der 
armen Podagrischen Rott: uber die Tyranney und unbarmhertz-
igkeit ihrer Königin Podagrae: Derselben Nothwendige Defen-
sion oder verantwortung drauff vor dem Richter: Sententz oder 
Rechtlicher Außspruch berührten Richters: Sampt angehefften 
Lobsprüchen der Königin Podagrae zu Ehren, Entlich auch etli-
chen bewerten und gewissen Remedien oder Artzneyen wider 
das Podagram. Alles jetzt an tag gegeben. Sine Privilegio. title 
printed in red & black. [16] leaves. small 8vo, attractive 
antique calf-backed paste-paper boards (minor foxing). 
n.p.: 1601. $2650.00

First edition in German of Pirckheimer’s 
ironical and humorous eulogy on gout, 
from which he suffered in old age, fashioned 
in the manner of erasmus’s Moria. Pirck-
heimer (1470-1530), humanist, collector, 
and patron, was a frequent correspondent 
with erasmus; they shared scholarly inter-
ests as well as a similar outlook on contem-
porary issues. Both Pirckheimer and eras-
mus considered immoderate scholarliness as 
the cause of gout. Pirckheimer’s encomium 
to the gout proved to be the most influential 
of all encomia addressed to medical topics.
Fine copy and very rare; WorldCat lists no 
copy in north america. the first edition, in 
latin, was published in nuremberg in 1522.
 ¶ Bietenholz & Deutscher, Contemporaries of 
Erasmus, Vol. iii, pp. 90-94.
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The Father of Swedish Technology

87. polheM, Christopher. …Patriotiska Testamente, 
eller Underrättelse om Järn, Stål, Koppar, Mässing, Tenn och 
Bly för dem, som wilja begynna Manufacturer i dessa ämnen. 
Jemte en Förtekning på alla dess Mechaniska Inventioner. sev-
eral small woodcuts in the text. 12 p.l., 128 pp. 8vo, early 
20th-cent. half-calf & marbled boards, spine gilt. stock-
holm: l. salvius, 1761. $2950.00

 First edition and very rare. Polhem (1661-1751), the father of swedish 
technology, was a pioneer in the mass production of replaceable machine 
parts, which he made with great precision and accuracy. he made other 
important contributions to applied mechanics, mining engineering, the 
construction of canals and docks, building materials and the construction 
of buildings, and the manufacturing of textiles. Polhem also established 
a mechanical laboratory for the development and construction of ma-
chines, technical instruments, astronomical clocks, etc. 

 this title of this posthumously published work, edited by his son Ga-
briel, can be translated as “Patriotic testament, or information on iron, 
steel, Brass, tin and lead for those who want to start industries in these 
Fields. including a list of all his Mechanical inventions.” it is the best ac-
count by Polhem of his numerous achievements and provides his “alpha-
bet” of machines which demonstrated the basic elements of mechanics.  

 “these new techniques of production exerted an important influence in 
sweden and elsewhere. they represent the highest level of accomplish-
ment of an iron industry based on charcoal and dependent for primary 
power on water-wheels and horse-driven gins…the general under-
standing of the use of rolls was not new, but Polhem was doing many 
new things with them: partly because of his more vivid vision of the 
advantages of a less direct process of production, partly because his ver-
satility as an engineer made it possible for him to achieve new results 
by better methods of machine construction…Polhem’s work provides 
a fresh standard for measuring the technical accomplishment of the first 
generation of the eighteenth century.”–singer et al, A History of Technol-
ogy, iii, pp. 342–343.

 Fine copy. stamp of Gabriel Marklins on title. Bookplate of Carl sahlins. 
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 ¶ see Johnson, William a., Christopher Polhem. The Father of Swedish Tech-
nology (1963) for a full account of Polhem’s wide-ranging activities (our 
book is no. 32 in the bibliography).

88. pontey, williaM. The Forest Pruner; or, Timber 
Owner’s Assistant: a Treatise on the Training or Management 
of British Timber Trees; whether intended for Use, Ornament, 
or Shelter including an Explanation of the Causes of their Gen-
eral Diseases and Defects, with the Means of Prevention, and 
Remedies, where practicable: also, an Examination of the Prop-
erties of English Fir Timber; with Remarks on the Old and Out-
lines of a New System for the Management of Oak Woods… 
eight engraved plates (three folding, four are colored). 
xii, [9]- 277 pp., [3] pp. of ads, 36-page catalogue of har-
ding publications. 8vo, cont. half-calf & marbled boards 
(minor foxing), flat spine gilt, red leather lettering piece 
on spine. london: J. harding, 1810. $550.00
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 “the third edition.” Pontey (fl. 1780-1831), was a member of a York-
shire family of nurserymen. During the early 1780s he spent some time 
as head gardener to the Grimston family at kilnwick, near Beverley. he 
later served as “Planter and Forest Pruner” to the Dukes of Bedford.

 this was one of the most important British books on forestry of the pe-
riod. the colored plates, showing cross-sections of wood, are most at-
tractive.

 Fine copy.
 ¶ see raphael, An Oak Spring Sylva, pp. 126-29. 

With Four Striking Hand-Colored Plates

89. saCCo, luigi. Trattato di Vaccinazione con Osservazioni 
sul Giavardo e Vajuolo Pecorino. engraved frontis. port. of 
Jenner, engraved vignette on title, & four folding en-
graved plates, each finely hand-colored. 223, [2] pp. large 
4to, cont. vellum over boards (covers somewhat stained, 
upper hinge cracked but strong), spine gilt, red leather 
lettering piece on spine. Milan: tipografia Mussi, 1809.
 $2500.00
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First edition. sacco (1769-1836), was italy’s first and most enthusiastic 
supporter of Jennerian vaccination and the first vaccinator in lombardy, 
where smallpox was eliminated within three years. after Jenner’s own 
works, this is one of the most important early treatments of the subject 
and the first major italian treatise on vaccination. it had an enormous ef-
fect in swaying professional and public attitude in favor of the procedure. 

 the four hand-colored plates show vaccinia pustules in vivid color.
 Fine copy, attractively bound.

90. sankt Mang, Füssen. Verzeichniss alter Druckden-
kmale der Bibliothek des uralten Benediktiner-Stifts zum H. 
Mang in Füessen. Mit litterarischen anmerkungen beglei-
tet von Joseph Maria helmschrott. xxviii, 236, 123 pp. 
two parts in one vol. small 4to, somewhat later marbled 
boards with green paper spine & corners (corners a bit 
worn). Ulm: stettin, 1790. $950.00

 First edition of this catalogue of the 687 incunabula, arranged chrono-
logically, in the library of the Benedictine monastery of st. Mang in Füs-
sen in Bavaria, founded in the first half of the 9th century. the library 
building, in which the books were housed, was designed by Johann Jakob 
herkomer (1652-1717), and is considered one of the most remarkable Ba-
roque interiors in Bavaria.

 this was an important collection of early printed books. after the secu-
larization following the napoleonic Wars, the monastery was dissolved 
and the library became the property of the princes of oettingen-Waller-
stein; the books are now in the library of the University of augsburg.

 the author, helmschrott (1759-1836), was a Benedictine and librarian 
at st. Mang (or Magnus). he wrote this work in response to the consid-
erable scholarly interest in the contents of the libraries of monasteries 
during the second half of the 18th century. helmschrott’s notes are quite 
scholarly and detailed. 

 Very good copy. one preliminary leaf sprung but present.
 ¶ Besterman 5047. Bigmore & Wyman, i, p. 323.
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91. (silk). Manuscript on paper entitled “adicion,” contain-
ing an edict by Philip V. 8 unnumbered leaves. Folio (295 
x 205 mm.), attractive antique marbled boards. spain: ca. 
1737. $1250.00

 an unrecorded manuscript addition to an edict issued by Philip V in 1737, 
renewing a 1699 spanish ban on foreign silk imports. at this time, spain had 
a robust silk industry, centered in cities such as sevilla and Valencia. this 
documents a survey of spain’s silk production in the 1730s and predicts the 
benefits that will come with augmented isolationist economic policy.

 highly legible and in fine condition. tightly trimmed margins and oc-
casionally touching text.

 ¶ Codigos Españoles: Concordados y Anotados (1850), Vol. 9, pp. 259-60 (de-
cree of 1737).
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92. (silk). Manuscript on paper entitled: “Discurso prac-
tico politico, paraque se guarden las rs. Determinacio-
nes publicadas sobre la importante materia de la veda de 
la saca, ô, extraccion de la seda en rama, destos reynos 
de españa a las Provincias extrangeras.” signed at end by 
“Diego Martinez Carlon.” nine numbered leaves. small 
folio (300 x 195 mm.), attractive antique marbled boards. 
[spain: ca. 1738]. $1500.00

 an unpublished manuscript, written in a single legible hand, in which 
the author advocates spanish mercantilism to protect the domestic silk 
trade from foreign competition. Carlon, an expert on silk manufacturing, 
thoroughly describes each step in the making of silk. he concludes with 
reasons why spain and this industry would benefit from mercantilism.

 in fine condition.
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93. (silk). Manuscript on paper entitled: “addición a el 
manifiesto…sobre la decadencia que padece la fábrica de 
torcidos de seda de Val[enci]a y su reyno, y medios por 
quiense consiglia la mayor perfección de ella.” signed by 
“Joseph Jiménez de Quesada.” seven unnumbered leaves. 
small folio (295 x 195 mm.), attractive antique marbled 
boards. “Madrid: 24 october 1748.” $750.00

 a curious manuscript on solutions to combat growing difficulties in har-
vesting and processing silk in Valencia. in 56 ordenanzas, Jiménez de Que-
sada lists the ways in which the torcidos factory plans on reforming its 
production methods. he cites several experts on silk, such as “Dr. Juan 
Bautista ayolde,” and laws that impact the manufacture of the raw mate-
rials. techniques from other regions are also mentioned.

 in fine condition. tightly trimmed, just touching text in a few instances.
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94. (silk). Mid-18th-century spanish manuscript regarding 
the establishment of a “Union de Caudales,” to support a 
local silk factory in Valencia. 1 p.l., ten numbered leaves. 
Folio (285 x 190 mm.), attractive antique marbled boards. 
[Valencia: ca. 1750]. $950.00

 an interesting document that describes the founding of an association 
to support Valencia’s principal silk production facility. Beginning in the 
15th century, Valencia built a robust silk industry thanks to close ties 
with Genoa, which exported silk to the eastern Mediterranean. Within 
a century, silk had become one of Valencia’s most important exports and 
by the 17th century the city had consolidated control over the harvesting 
and manufacture of silk fiber. the mass-production of woven silk helped 
revitalize the Valencian economy in the 18th century after a period of 
economic downturns.

 the present text is divided into 20 sections and lays out the group’s mis-
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sion, responsibilities, and internal organization. one part is dedicated to 
the support of the factory’s workers and helping them avoid homeless-
ness.

 Written in several legible hands and in a fine state of preservation.

The 1598 Account Book of a Prominent Nuremberg Goldsmith 
at the Spring Leipzig Fair

95. strauB, hans i, gold- & silVersMith in 
nureMBerg. Manuscript in German, written in ink 
in several clerical hands on paper, entitled “laus Deo. 
anno Christi 1598. leibtziger ostermarck Büchlein 
sambt. [with the hallmark of straub] schüld unnd Ge-
gen-schüldt register. Gott der almechtige verleye sein-
en gotlichen segen tzü nützbarlicher verrichtung Unnd 
einbringung der schulden amen” [trans.: “Praise God. 
anno Christi 1598. leipzig easter Fair booklet including 
a register of debts and counter debts. May God the al-
mighty give his divine blessing to the advantageous per-
formance and recovery of these debts. amen”]. 22 leaves 
(including some blanks or pages ruled in ink for entries). 
agenda format (315 x 100 mm.), stitched as issued, uncut. 
[nuremberg]: 1598. $19,500.00

 a fascinating document, of a type that rarely survives: the manuscript ac-
count book for the spring 1598 leipzig fair of hans straub i (or the elder, 
1541-1610), the prominent nuremberg gold- and silversmith, alderman, 
and son-in-law of Wenzel Jamnitzer, the best-known German goldsmith 
of his time. the first leaf bears straub’s hallmark (interwined initials 
“hs” over an arrow pointing upward within a plain shield & also con-
taining the inscription “no. 72”). our manuscript sheds important light 
on the business relations in the late 16th century between the nuremberg 
goldsmiths and their trade at the leipzig fairs.

 our account book is a list of sales, orders, and expenditures of nurem-
berg goldsmith hans straub the elder during the leipzig easter fair held 
in May 1598. While straub is not expressly named, he can be identified by 
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his hallmark on the first leaf. at the fair, trade was done in goblets, rings, 
knife-sheaths, cutlery, jewelry, gemstones, etc. several business partners 
are named, including the nuremberg goldsmiths heinrich hahn (haan), 
David lauer, and Paulus koch. as an example of a transaction, we see 
that the council of halle paid over 33 florins for a goblet.
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 in 1596, straub was elected alderman of the artisans, the most elevated 
and honorable office to which a nuremberg artisan could aspire. straub 
retained this position until his death in 1610. in 1569, he married anna, 
daughter of the famous goldsmith Wenzel Jamnitzer. on his father-in-
law’s death in 1585, straub inherited his casting molds, and used them 
extensively in his own creations. Despite his long period of activity, 
relatively few pieces made by hans straub have survived (see Nürnberger 
Goldschmiedekunst 1541-1868, 2007, ed. by karin tebbe et al., Vol. i, p. 409).

 in fine condition.
 ¶ the mark is similar to Marc rosenberg, Der Goldschmiede Merkzeichen, 

Frankfurt 1925, Vol. iii, no. 3969.

Mastic as a Medicine 
Chew Upon That!

96. stroBelBerger, Johann stephan. Masticho-
logia seu de universa Mastiches naturâ Dissertatio medica, in 
qua & Arboris Lentisci, & noblissimae ejus Gummi-Resinae, 
Mastisches…ac indè parata medicamenta Officinalia, Magis-
tralia & Artificialia describuntur. Declaratis insuper quibusdam 
Dubiis, ac obscuris Autorum lectionibus, dictariisq… 1 p.l., 109 
pp. small 8vo, attractive antique calf (minor browning). 
leipzig: e. rehefeldt & J. Gros, 1628. $2500.00

 First edition and quite rare. according to Waring, Bibliotheca Therapeutica, 
this is the earliest work on mastic, the resin that exudes from the lentisk 
(Pistacia lentiscus), an evergreen shrub found mainly in the Mediterranean 
coast region (most famously the island of Chios). Mastic has had many 
medicinal uses since antiquity; it contains antioxidants and has antibacte-
rial and antifungal properties. in earlier times, it was supposedly a cure 
for snakebite, and hippocrates wrote that mastic was good for digestive 
problems and the prevention of colds. it has also been used in ointments 
for skin diseases. 

 today, mastic is used to treat stomach and intestinal ulcers, breathing 
problems, muscle aches, and bacterial and fungal infections. it is also used 
to improve blood circulation and in the production of chewing gum.

 Fine copy.
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¶ Waring, p. 558. see also Frank Bruni’s article in the New York Times of 26 
July 2019 entitled “Can this ancient Greek Medicine Cure humanity?”
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Lisez / Ne Lisez Pas

97. (surrealisM). [title on upper wrapper of cata-
logue]: Les Livres Surréalistes ainsi que les Publications Sur-
réalistes sont toujours en vente à la Librairie José Corti… Cover 
illustration by Max ernst & 12 photographic close-ups of 
authors, printed on both sides of six sheets of coated pa-
per, tipped-in. 15 pp. 8vo (220 x 130 mm.), orig. printed 
paper wrappers, staple-bound. Paris: J. Corti, [1931].
 $1250.00

 

a rare bookseller’s catalogue issued by one of the principal distributors 
of surrealist works in Paris. the famous chart of authors prescribed and 
invalidated by the surrealists, “lisez / ne lisez Pas,” appears for the first 
time in print on the lower wrapper of this catalogue. the librairie José 
Corti on the rue de Clichy served as the occasional headquarters of the 
collective imprint editions surréalistes. ernst’s steel-engraved collage on 
the cover was specially made for the bookstore.
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 the catalogue offers for sale the works of Maxime alexandre, louis ara-
gon, andré Breton, rené Char, rené Crevel, salvador Dalí, Paul eluard, 
Max ernst, Benjamin Péret, tristan tzara, Pierre Unik, and luis Buñuel. 
Most of the portraits tipped-in are reproductions of photographs taken 
by Man ray. each author is given one page, with their works listed with 
prices and noted when “épuisé.” Below the listings are excerpts of con-
temporary reviews and commentary on the authors and the surrealist 
movement as a whole. Breton and eluard’s L’Immaculée Conception is of-
fered on page 9, followed by reviews of the work.

 Very good copy.
  ¶ Georges sebbag, Les Editions Surréalistes: 1926-1968 (1993), p. 199-200 (in 

trans.)–“Methodical, a bibliography has a cognitive aim. Descriptive, a 
bookseller or auction house catalogue has a commercial end. the Corti 
catalogue of 1931…transcends these two goals. on the one hand, it par-
ticipates in the campaign to launch editions surréalistes and led to the 
unification of the group…a surrealist object, theoretical and visible, the 
catalogue is a model of edition surréaliste [publishing].” in the bibliog-
raphy cited above, “annexe ii” describes the evolution of the “lisez / ne 
lisez Pas” chart. the cover of the present catalogue is reproduced on the 
cover of sebbag’s work.

Cell Division

98. treMBley, aBrahaM. Mémoires, pour servir à 
l’Histoire d’un Genre de Polypes d’Eau douce, a bras en forme 
de Cornes. thirteen folding engraved plates & four finely 
engraved large headpieces. xv, [1], 324 pp., one leaf of 
instructions to the binder. large 4to, cont. speckled calf, 
spine nicely gilt. leyden: J. & h. Verbeek, 1744. $1750.00

 First edition and a fine copy of this handsomely illustrated book. “trem-
bley discovered the hydra and was the first to observe in its asexual repro-
duction, regeneration, and photosensitivity in an animal without eyes. 
his experiments were of great importance in the study of regeneration 
of lost parts. he was the first to make permanent grafts and to witness 
cell-division.”–Garrison-Morton 307.

 trembley performed much of his research for the present book, his most 
important, while living as tutor in the household of William Bentinck in 
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the mansion of sorgvliet near the hague. the four fine headpieces by 
Jan van der schley after C. Pronk represent the fish ponds and the labora-
tory, showing trembley and his two students.

 handsome copy. old library stamp at foot of title, with release stamp.
 ¶ D.S.B., Xiii, pp. 457-58.
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Pioneer Work in Bone Generation

99. troJa, MiChele. De Novorum Ossium, in Integris aut 
Maximis, ob Morbos, Deperditionibus, Regeneratione Ex-
perimenta… three folding engraved plates & one fold-
ing printed table. x, [11]-240 pp. 8vo, cont. vellum over 
boards (binding a little soiled & stained). Paris: F.a. Di-
dot, 1775. $1500.00

 First edition. troja (1747-1827), studied medicine at naples and in 1774 
he went to Paris where he began the research on the formation of bone 
tissue and bone generation which made him famous. although réaumur 
and trembley had earlier demonstrated the regrowth of limbs in crusta-
cea and polyps, no one before had considered the possibility of regrowth 
of bones.

 “troja demonstrated that if a foreign body is introduced into the marrow 
cavity of a long bone, the bony cylinder dies and a new bone is formed all 
around the necrotic one, the latter being eventually eliminated. accord-
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ingly, troja suggested that in treating extensive caries of the bone, mar-
row should be destroyed, so that new bone formation would result.”–
leonardo, Lives of Master Surgeons, p. 428.

 troja later took up again his work on bone surgery and regeneration. in 
1814 he first described the perforating connective-tissue fibers, usually 
known as “sharpey’s fibers.”

 Fine crisp copy. ex Bibliotheca Mechanica.
 ¶ D.S.B., Xiii, pp. 464-65. hirsch, V, p. 642–“a very important work” 

(in trans.).

Freedom of the Press

100. [unger, Johann FriedriCh]. Einige Gedanken 
über das Censur-Edikt vom 19. December 1788. 36 pp. small 
8vo, modern boards. Berlin: “im Verlag der kōnigl. Pre-
uss. akadem. kunst- und Buchhandlung,” 1789. $950.00

 First separate edition, originally published in the same year in the Ber-
linischen Journal für Aufklärung. this work was written in response to the 
newly enacted censorship edict, in which king Friedrich Wilhelm ii or-
dered that all publications and other forms of printed material — includ-
ing illustrations — be submitted to Prussian state censors for approval. 
any critical statements of a political or religious nature were officially 
discouraged. these restrictions remained in force until the 1840s, with 
the accession of Friedrich Wilhelm iV to the throne.

 in this work, Unger (1753-1804), the leading Berlin printer and publish-
er, protests the new law.

 Fine copy. early signature of “Zimmermann” on title.
 ¶ sauter, Visions of the Enlightenment: The Edict on Religion of 1788 and the 

Politics of the Public Sphere in Eighteenth-Century Prussia, pp. 95-101.

67
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